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El Paso, April 1. Nothing more has
The New Mexico Mounted Police
received an urgent request this morn- been heard here of the peace negotiain the
all
centers
interest
The
tions.
asking
San
Texas,
from
Antonio,
ing
at Santa Barbara and in Sonthat the police authorities of New,
Further details of fighting in
Mexico aid in locating Daniel O. Wef-inga young man of San Antonio, those regions is lacking today. Word
Texas, who is a deaf mute and who comes from Guadalajara, however,
has been missing. He is described as that fighting is expected in Jalisco as
5 feet 7 inches tall; weight 155 pounds Luis M. Moya, leader of a hand of
in Durango and Zacatecas
and having a smooth, full face, dark
hair and light blue eyes and "very has entered Jalisco. The legislature
white, even teeth." Any information of Jalisco has appropriated $60,000
of his whereabout is to be sent to for the organization of the state ru- his father A. H. Wefing, 525 San Pedro raJeg tQ oppose the insurrectos. The
avenue, San Antonio, Texas.
San Carlos gold mines, a British con
New Instructor.
cern, were raided by Moya's band at
A dispatch has been received from
Mesquital del Oro, Zacatecas, and a
Aof
the
request
Washington that
quantity of dynamite taken. This, it
djutant General Brookes which was ap- is reported, the insurrectos will use
proved by Governor Mills for the apagainst San Cristobal de Barranca,
pointment of Captain Michael S. Mur- which is being fortified.
Mexico
New
of
the
as
instructor
ray,
First Freight in a Month.
National Guard, has been granted.
El Paso, Texas. April 1. The first
Over a year ago efforts were made to
get an additional instructor of the freight train in a month, left Juarez
guard but the request has just been today for the Mormon colonies at
allowed. Captain Murray will have Casas Grandes, the line having been
charge of the work in the Pecos val- repaired last night. The line practic
ley, while the adjutant general con- ally has been tied up since December
tinues as instructor in this section. 22d.
Captain Murray is captain of Light
Two' Hundred Wounded.
Battery A, New Mexico National
El
Paso,
Texas, April 1. A dis
National Guard with headquarters at
to the Herald from Hermosillo
patch
Roswell.
says that the eight carriages that
Inspection Tonight.
at
took ammunition to the federals
of
Colonel W. S. Barlow, professor
with
returned
have
tha
front
forty
New
military sciences and tactics,
wounded federals, making a total of
Mexico Military Institute, at Roswell
one hundred wounded brought
arrived in the city this afternoon and nearly
in from the fight. Many of the
armat
the
will inspect Company E,
wounded are reported to have died on
ory tonight. He will inspect Company the field for lack
of medical attention.
P Monday night. His arrival here has
The correspondent says that the war
interest
keen
among
aroused
naturally
in Sonora is rapidly taking on the asthe guard as there has been much
pect of a war between Indian tribes,
drilling lately preparing for inspec- as many Pimas are fighting with the
tion.
while the Yaquis are or
Colonel Barlow is a native of New insurrectos,
have been fighting with the federals.
York City and is a very efficient offi
Concentratina-Chihuahua-

Special to the
Washington,
i i continuous
cratic caucus
manship3 by

j
j

j
i
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Sale of San Juan County Land.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
will make another attempt to sell at
public auction the farm at Farming-tonSan Juan county, which, escheat
ed to the territory by its owner dying
intestate and leaving no heirs. At the
first sale, not sufficiently was bid for
the farm and it was withdrawn. The
second sale is set for May 8, and will
be made by Assistant Attorney General H. S. Clancy.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury. Eugenio Romero, treas
urer San Miguel county, $5.03.27 ; from
Game and Fish Warden Gable, $27.75
Edward F. Safford, clerk of the first

Demo-fightin-

i.
m.,
vegas,
headed by J. D. Hand, ranchman, and
from Cuervo,
a dead shot, telephom-fifty-similes to (th..- southeast this
,
morning, that they w. ie two hours be-hind three heavily armed men, sup-- :
puacu iu uC o i'
..- -j
wuuayircu
.
.
y
nopea to overtax ui.-iur
near Cuervo,
men stole three hors-this
county, at daylight
morning riding hard n. an apparent
effort to reach the Rock Island rail- mo n.ng e U
road. The posses
Santa Rosa and Jh,, with a view
.
nf ,,
f
thom
tectives is working on the case in Las
Vegas. It is believed that six men are
A report this noon that the ringleaders had been anvsted this morn- ing was late this afternoon denied by
the Associated Press.
What Governor Says.
"The territorial and county authori- ties will lend all possible aid to arrest!
the kidnappers of Waldo Rogers. '
said Governor Mills this morning. "I
sincarely hope they will be caught
speedily."
This talk of ordering out the militia is not taken seriously by officials
at the capitol for it is not thought
that the national guardsmen could be
of special aid in the matter at this
juncture anyway.
Hart and Grimes.
A Santa Fsan who is familiar with
both Hart and Grimes' career and who
has known both for years declared today that he did not think either is
mixed up in the Wahlo Rogers kid
Botn Hart anu u rimes are
napping.
men who dare; they can blow up!
safes and rob postofnees in first class
shape; they can break out of jail too,!
but kidnapping a child is not their
The men who did that Las
forte.
I
Vegas job are experl kidnappers.
do not believe either Hart or Grimes
could pull off a job like that."
This news was telephoned to
and the prompt response
was that people iu ikJ.Tjitke City think
that, Hart and Grimes ..were clever
enough to kidnap s. child if they were
able' to break out of jail.
New York Papers.
The kidnapping story evidently is
being read with avidity all over the
country and especially in New York
City filled with millions who are avid
for such news. Telegrams poured in
this city today asking for pictures of
both Mr. Rogers and his kidnapped
sob. One telegram came from Hearst's
New York American.

I

others are at Chihuahua and other
small towns between San Andres and
in detachments of 50 to 100. General
Blanco has arrived at Guerrero with
his detachment from the north.
OXFORD DEFEATS CAMBRIDGE
IN ANNUAL RACE.
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Curry Is at the War
Department in consultation with General Edwards of the Bureau of Insular
Affairs, and it is understood may have
an important position in the Philippines if he will accept it.
Judge A. B. Fall expects to take a
trip to Europe shortly to close a big

mining deal which will make him a
millionaire.
He is going because he
does not anticipate any action on
statehood at the special session of
congress, having been assured by
leaders to that effect.
Henry Delaware Flood, Democrat,
of Appomattox, Virginia, who will be
chairman of the Committee on Terri
tories, was educated at Washington
and Lee University and the Universi- ty 01 Virginia; is a lawyer; served in
both branches of the General Assembly of Virginia, was attorney for the
Commonwealth for Appomattox county, and was in the Virginia constitutional convention of 1901-2- ; member
board of visitor fir University of Virginia; wa3 elected to the Fifty-sev- -

Fifty-nintenth,
and
Sixtieth Congresses, and
to
the Sixty-firs- t
Congress, receiving 10,- 140 votes, to 5,281 for AV. C. Franklin,
In the last Congress he
Republican.
served on the Committee on Foreign
Affairs and Expenditures in the De
partment of Agriculture.
Fifty-eight-

MRS. POWELL CONFESSES
TO MURDER OF HUSBAND,

Entered Into Conspiracy With Physi$866.25.
cian, She Says, to Obtain
It Was Thirty-seventVictory of
Seeks Admission.
Life Insurance.
Which
Led
From
Blue
Dark
Insur
The Amarillo National life
Start.
Very
ance Company of Amarillo, Texas, apSan Francisco, Caiif., April 1. Mrs.
plied to Insurance Commissioner ,1aPutney, Eng., April 1. Oxford won John D. Powell, who was taken into
cobo Chaves for admission to the Terthe annual boat race from Cambridge custody yesterday under the name of
ritory.
today
today. The Dark Blue led from the Blanche McCready, confessed
Land Entries,
The following were the land entries start and won by three lengths. The that she entered into a plot with Dr.
at the local land office yesterday: En- - day was perfect. It was Oxford's L. C. Chisholm to murder her husband,
Cambridge whose body was found on March 19
victory,
rioue Sisneros. Cuervo: Louis Mar
in a deserted cabin, near Fort Ross,
tinez y Lujan, Willard; Filomenio having won thirty contests.
Records Broken.
Sonoma county. Chisholm is now in
Chavez. Proereso: Tomas Baca Wa- Fruit-lanPutney, Eng., April 1. Oxford's Santa Rosa jail accused of the murder.
gon Mound; Peter Adamson,
time was 18 minutes, 29 seconds. This The motive for the crime, according
is a record breaking time, and was a to the woman, was to obtain the inIncorporation.
surance on Powell's life.
Articles of incorporation were filed complete surprise to all prophets.
in the territorial secretary's office by
the Buffalo-NeMexico Mines Co.,
CARPENTERS ARE OUT
which is capitalized at $1,000,000
of
ON A STRIKE.
MACK
which $600,000 has been subscribed in
stock. The chief office in New Mexico
of Them at St. Louis
is Red River, Taos county, and A. C.
and Kansas City Demand
Probert is the agent. The incorporaTO
Higher Wages.
tors are William W. Rope, Joseph F.
St. Louis, Mo., April 1. Four ThouRooney, Robert B. Rope and Frederick
sand union carpenters struck today
W. Rope.
because of the refusal of a demand
Wants
Solons
Colorado
to
in
Force.
Changes
,
for an increase of five cents per hour
been
several changes
There have
Personalties and
Drop
in wages.
In the clerical force of Territorial
Kansas City Carpenters Strike '
Elect Senator
Secretary Jaffa, as there is less work
Kansas City, Mo., April 1. A thou
for his office now that the details arissand union carpenters quit work toing from the constitutional convention
have been attended to. Miss Grace BUT DEADLOCKCONTINUES day, and announced they would not return to work until granted an increase
Williamson, stenographer, has been
in wages of five cents per hour. Twc
appointed stenographer in the office
of Territorial Engineer Charles D. New York Assembly Last Even large firms signed up for the increase.
Miller, and E. D. Lujan who has held!
ing Chose Judge O' Gorman
a position in the office has gone to
CATHOLIC CHURCH AT
For High Place.
Las Vegas.
SAN FRANCISCO BURNS.
Cattle Sanitary Board.
The cattle sanitary board meeting
Denver, Colo., April 1. Lieutenant Edifice of St. James Parish Destroyed
which was to have been held at Albu- Governor Fitzgerald today read a mesby Flames Caused by Spontanquerque on April 5th, has been nost- - sage before the joint session of the
eous Combustion.
poned for five days and will accord-lngl- legislature from Norman
E. Mack,
San Francisco, Calif., April 1
be held on April 10th. At this chairman of the National Democratic
St. James Roman Catholic Church, a
time some very Important reports committee appealing to the Democra
large wooden building covering a quarwill be submitted to the members of
cy of Colorado, to end the deadlock ter of a block in the Mission District,
the board for their consideration.
and elect a U. S. senator to be sworn was burned early today. The priests
Klocl Will Fight.
in at Washington next Tuesday. saved some of the vessels and sacred
"I shall take all necessary steps to
"This is not a matter that concerns images. The loss is estimated at
was
all
legal
my
rights,"
the
protect
Spontaneous combustion
statement that George S. Klock, dt8. your state alone." The message says: $100,000.
"The people and national Democracy was the cause.
trict attorney would make yesterday are
entitled to consideration!"
at Albuquerque in regard to the apWIDE OPEN POLICY ALWAYS
Deadlock Continues.
pointment by the governor of Judge
MEANS PUBLIC GRAFT.
Denver, Colo., April i. There was
E. A. Mann to succeed Mr. Klock. Atelection in today's senatorial balSeattle, Wash., April 1. Former
torneys Burkhart and Staab, for Klock ho
Chief of Police Charles W. Wapen-sleiwould say nothing yesterday, declin- lot.
O'Gorman is Elected.
was arrested today on a grand
ing to take the case into the newsAlbany, N. Y., April 1. Supreme jury indictment charging him- with
papers, but it is understood Mr.
Klock and his counsel are confident Court Justice James Aloysius O'Gor- receiving a bribe of $1,000 from Gidof the ultimate success of their case. man, Democrat, ot New York city, eon Tupper and Clarence R. Gerald
The matter hinges chiefly on the ques was elected United States senator to- for not molesting two notorious retion as to whether or not the district night by the legislature after the most sorts. He Is now at liberty under toprotracted struggle over this position tal bond of $65,000 on three
ever held in the empire state.
(Continued on Page Bight)
district, clerks' fees

h

thirty-sevent-

urc "tn .wexicau nerewiiri reprints
the complete opinion of the territor-- j
ial Board of Water Commissioners,
written by Hon. Charles Springer, In
the appeals from the decisions of the
Territorial Engineer, rejecting the ap-- !
plications oi Anarteua A. Jones, l ,
urn Lahe aim water company, J. ).
McCannCt ilud Fort Sumnr & Pecos

Tip con minine industry in Wot
effort Mexico during the past fiscal year hag
to apprehend four men who last light ( umiim.-the onward and prosperous
bound and gagged Deputy Oou.,ty j stride of the seven preceding years
Treasurer G. W Keller and tried in.. 'The gross production of the territory
successfully to dynamite the vault in1 v. as ::,2!.::.s u tons- amount used
the countv treasurer's office, which n:. opera tin 2 mines
s,:,:;:: tons; ap- contained $100,000. On the alleged pi.ximate amo-inof unwashed slack
confession by Al Rhodes, the first aml'coal
i,,
ovens, 802,676
Land Companv
ton- net tonnacv of
bing applications man arested, Deputy County
shipped to
43C i7n, jer, James James O'Callaghan has been
Nog
mil...', 2.133,739.9s tons; estimated
Nog 3fi4
43fi, arrested.
4)(. 4
He is a brother of Robert value
nei product at ih? mines,
,
,hf
Q.Can
These figures show an inwlgtern
of he pccos
crease 0; gross production of 5lj ?,9r,,-5of dynamite could have given the men
Irrigation Project.
tons, in- IS. U per cent over the
As these applications all relate to entrance to the vault, but they were preceding fiscal
;,r
The increase
appropriations of Water from the frightened away after the first explo- of net product of csj shipped to marPecos river and tributaries and were sion, which practically wrecked the ket was 4S6,Gi;s.5.j t.,ns, or 21.99 per
The increase :n value in net
all rejected by the Territorial Engi- - door.
jcent.
neer at the same time and for the
tonnage of coal shipped o market was
In addition to the coal
same reasons, appeals were consoli- - MAINE RAISED NOT
$714,478.66.
LATER THAN JUNE 1. shipped, 397,102.10 tons nf oke were
datd and noaru together.
n October 22, 1910, Andrieus A.
shipped the value of which was
Jones filed in the office of the Terri- - It Will Be Then Definitely Settled
making the total value of coal
Whether Spain Caused Blowand coke shipped $4,693, S70. 53, an intorial Engineer his application No. 346
ing Up of Ship.
crease in value over the preceding
for permit to appropriate waters of
Pensacola, Florida, April 1. The fiscal year of $775,758.59, or 19.79 per
the Pecos river and some of its tributaries for the purpose of irrigating hull of the sunken battleship Maine in cent.
not laI'lio production of coal and
coke
200,000 acres of land designated in the Havana harbor, will be exposed
to
Frank ,,,,, ,,ac; wi,h the demand although
ter
June
than
1,
according
application by means of a system of
canals and storage reservoirs, and for M. Daniels, the contractor, who built ja n ,ne (.oke ovens ln tne Torrirorv
coffer-daaround the ship. Then were not operated full time. The ddeveloping power for manufacturing, the
it
be determined whether the ex ecreased demand lor coke was due to
can
lighting and other purposes; the quan-iitpiosion wnicn uesiroyeu me snip was , he restricted operations of the copier
of water being 1,400,000 acre-fee- t
from without or within, and whether mineg and gmelters of the Southwest
annum.
per
was really responsible.
an(1 of Mexico.
On March 18, 1910, he filed his ap- Spain
The demand for coal from tne Gal- No.
424 for the identical proplication
INDICTED PACKERS FILE
field in New Mexico was restricted
ilup
ject described in and covered by apDEMURRER IN U. S. COURT.i
fully 1,51)11,0011 tons by the competition
plication No. ,14G. the latter application being filed immediately upon the They Set Up That Act of 18S0 Does 01 f,lel oil from California, which has
,ak?n
l,!ace of Gallul coal on
expiration of three years after the
Not Create Any Crime for Lack
more than 1,000 miles of railroad, and
passage and approval of Chapter 49,
of Definiteness.
Laws of 1907.
manufacturing industries and
Chicago, IU., April 1. The indicted lis0
On February 21, 1910, Urton Lake Chicago packers today filed demurrers for domestic use on the Pacific coast, s
The fll'?1 oil of the Indian
S-- Water
company filed its application before Judge Carpenter in the United
district court, holding that the tor' aml Texas similarly restricted the
No 395 for permit to appropriate
t
act of 1890 under which all!demand for coal rom tn northern
waters of the Pecos river and tribuMexico fields, the oil being used
suits are brought in the
monopoly
taries for the purpose of irrigating
on the railroads of Texas, and
fuel
for
ted
not
does
create
States
crime,
eighty thousand acres of land desig- in that it does not define any offense! from El Paso .Texas, to Los Angeles.
any
nated in the application by meana of
oil was used also for fuel
against the United States with sufli- - California;
ovnm--i
voirs; the quantity of water claimed ants of the nature of the crime or plants of Arizona and Mexico.
per annum.
being 2130,000 acre-fee- t
the offense with which they are chargDuring the last four or five months
On March
1910, J. D. McCanne ed. The indictments are also attack- of the fiscal year the demand for New
filed his applications Nos.
ed as being faulty.
Mexico coal was further curtailed by
and on April 11, 1910 filed his applicathe attempt of the Mexican Governtion No. 436, which included all the ENRICO ALFARO WINCES
ment to operate the national railroads
UNDER
projects and appropriations described
with coal from Mexican mines. This
in and claimed
under applications
attempt waB first made during the preNos.
and was for permits Reputed Leader of Camorra Appears ceding fiscal year; but the Mexican;
in Less Favorable Light in
to appropriate waters of the Pecos
Central Railroad was not placed under
Trial at Viterbo.
river and its tributaries for the purinstructions until the earlier months
1.
Under of 1910.
Viterbo, Italy, April
pose of irrigating 120,000 acres of
When the order was given'
AlEnrico
today,
land designated in the application by
to use only Mexican fuel on the MexNeameans of a system of canals and stor- fredo, the reputed leader of the
ican Central Railroad the road had
TOM BROWN IN CUSTODY;
appeared to less adage reservoirs; the quantity of water politan Camorra,
than under the direct interro quite a large stock of coal in reserve.'
OTHER ARRESTS SOON ciaimed being 213,000 acre-fee- t
vantage
per
This reserve has been drawn upon
gation yesterday, when his vehement
annum.
to the production from Mex-cadenials
fairly stampeded the audience.
Sensational Developments in Kidnap
L'rton Lake & Water company, and
coal
until now the reserves
mines,
He fenced skilfully, but not so coning Episode Are Awaited Hourly
D. J. McCanne have consolidated their
are exhausted and the inability of the1
vincingly.
Hart and Grimes Not in it.
projects and requested that applicaMexican mines to furnish sufficient
tions Nos.
be abandoned JACK JOHNSON MUST
coal for the railroads of the Republic
Special to the New Mexican.
SERVE JAIL SENTENCE. has been determined beyond a doubt;
Las Vegas, N. M., April 1. Despite and that Nos. 395 and 436 be consoliAlready agents of the Mexican Centthe denial of the Associated Press it dated and approved as for one proSan Francisco, Calif., Aprii 1.
is reported here on reliable authority ject.
The state supreme court denied the ral Railroad are casting about to find
On June 29, 190S, Fort Sumner and
that a man named Timothy Brown a
of Jack Johnson, the heavy mine operators who will supply th
application
cow puncher and farm hand of Miner- - Pecos Land Company filed its appli- - weight champion, for relief from his road with coal in case the thr;atenec
The prospect is
al Hill, not far from Las Vegas, is; cation wo. l(o for permit to appro- - sentence of 25 days imprisonment in shortage occurs.
of water,
under surveillance and practically in pnate 9.42 second-fee- t
the county jail for automobile speed- bright for a large demand for New
on suspicion of being thej livered on the land from the Pecos ing.
Mexico coal from Mexico ia the neal
future.
ringleader of the band of kidnapers. river for the purpose of irrigating C59
e
Several sensational arrests will bej acres of land designated in the
Strikes at the coal innes of th
Middle West and Oklahoma have tendprobably before midnight and it cation; and on July 28, 1909, said
OUT
is now established that Hart and Company filed its application No. 190
ed to keep up the demand for New
Grimes, the escaped Albuquerque jail for permit to appropriate 17.43
Mexico coal throughout the summer
had nothing to do with the feet of water delivered on the land for
months, but the rapU development of
crime.
the purpose of irrigating 1,342 acres
New Mexico and Arizona is also furWere Horse Thieves.
of land designated in the application.
nishing a better narket for the fuei
A dispatch from Las Vegas says xhe otllr
applications Nos.
and a market thst will he permanent
it is now established that the 421 all(1
o the Fort guranr and
The increase production and con
He Was Regarded as Bitter slant
two or thre heavily armed men seen Pf,cog Lfmd ColnpanVi
subsequently
operation of the mines are betBell
over
a
the
at
furious
clip
riding
fi,ed cover the game projectg and ap.
Catholics
ter indications of the prosperity ot
and
Enemy
by
thieves
and possi- propriaUons descriDed in and claimed
ranch were horse
the coal mining industry than anythe Holy See
b y decoys to shield the kidnapers but
Nos
un(ier
and
thing thai might be written on the
otherwise had nothing to do with thej Qn applications
Suprvising.
JmMfy
subject.
kidnaping.
Engineer of the United States Recla- - PLANNED
Labor Conditions.
RELIGIOUS
REFORM
'
There has been a slight dearth of
,f
'Mrs. Rogers, mofterTf the kid-- j matin
s
of New
tl,e
miners at most of the large coal mines
naped hoy was before her marriage
thre? not,ces
by said Super- - But This Was Done Without of the Territory.
It was expected
Helen Waldo and was born in
that the miners who were out of em- Santa Fe county where she was very visin& Engineer stating that the
Vatican
or
Consulting
on account of strikes at coal
j ployment
in society. The news of the ed StatS intended to utilize the
waters of the Pecos river and its
Roman Church
mines further east would seek employkidnaping has therefore proved of
ment in New Mexico, but few ot
interest in this city and envlr utaries for three separate irrigation
protects known respectively as the
ons.
1.
The caiinet of them came west; however, the mines
Madrid,
April
:
Las Vegas, Urton Lake, and Carlsbad Premier
of the Territory did not suffer severeCanelejas resigned today.
projects, the water to be utilized for
MILLIONAIRE GIVEN TERM
of ther Church.
ly from lack of labor.
Enemy
IN PENITENTIARY.! each being specified in the notice for
From the statistical tables herein
Madrid, April
Canalejas
that project.
Cabinet was forme in February 1910. furnished, it is easy to calculate the
No other notices relating to or plans Canalejas in forcing religious
Seattle, Wash., April 1. Clarence
re- average wages earned by miners
in
Dayton Hillman. multimillionaire real or the propos(i work of eithet. o( forms encountered
bitter opposition New Mexico.
Taking the six largestate operator, convicieu 01 using iue th t
fi t mentiond nro1ecta have from the Catholics and his course re- est mines, the average wage earned,
mails to defraud, was sentenced to- been filed in the office of the Terri- sulted in
suspension of diplomatic re- as shown, ranges from $3.S5 to $4.03.
day to two years and six months im- torial Engineer,
betweei government and Vati- From this is to be deducted the cost
lations
NeiU's
M
Island
peniprisonment in
Certain plans and map3 relating to can. The prenier has, however, been of powder and oil used by the miner,
tentiary and a fine of $5,200 and costs the Carlsbad project were filed in said credited will)'
the support of King Al which would leave an average dally
of prosecution.
office on February 2 1910, being the fonao, and Ms bill of associations, aim net earning t about $3.10.
To this
only plans so filed for work on that ed to regulate religious and other so- must be aded an extra pay day for
cieties A'hich re refused to submit putting inCross timbers and Bets, and
X project.
GET YOUR TREES NOW.
It
from the records in the first
the Holy See, was approved for briisning, yardage, etc., which
City Forester Miller has re- - X officeappears
of the Territorial Engineer and unantoously by the cabinet last Tues- would probably bring the
average
ceived the trees which were
other evidences that the Las Vegas day and was to have been introduced wage v $3.50 or better.
But in calordered for Santa Feans who
and Urton Lake projects have been in !he Cortez, on April 6.
culating the average wage it must be
requested them. All those
remembered that there are many
abandoned by the United States; that
King Hurries to Madrid.
who are entitled to the trees
Seville, Spain, April 1. King Alfon- novices at work in the mines who
will therefore kindly call on X the former has Deen turned over to
so, who has been stopping here with ern small wages Thile learning. A
Mr. Miller and get them at X the Board of Trustees of the Las
miner usually
"Please do "not delay," XL gas Grant and that the government Queen Victoria and children, left has I4rst-clas- s
is the request of the city for- X map3 and field notes for the Urton tily today for Madrid, following thi earns irom $4.50 to $6 per day, and
receipt of official dispatches concern
XV
ester.
Contiued on Page Six.
ing the resignation of the cabine
'Continued n Page Three)
j

g

d

,
Rebels Are
Mex., Via Laredo JuncApril 1. A representative
tion, Tex.
of the Associated Press, who returned
from the headquarters of Francisco I.
Madero, insurgent leader,' reports
that Madero and General Orozco, with
the main force of insurrectos numbering more than 1,000, are at Bustillos,
60 miles west of this city. Another
force of 600 is at San Andres, and

cer.

ic

New Mexican,
D. C, April 1. There
scrapping in the
over the desired chair-ora- .
Democratic statemen.
Sulzer has lost the chairmanship of
the committee on Military Affairs to
Hay of Virginia and was given in lieu
the chairmanship of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs. Flood lost the latter and was given the chairmanship
on territories instead. He is said to
be determined not to let New Mexico
into the Union
without
Arizona.
Lloyd, losing the chairmanship of the
Committee on Territories, was given
the committeeship on Accounts. Bart-let- t
is
having lost the
scrapping for a place equally as good.
The proposed
auto routes from
Roswell to Monterey, Otero county.
and from Gallup to Keams Canon on
the Navajo Reservation, will not be established prior to July 1, owing to
lack of funds.
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THE LITTLE STORE

WeJIave
Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.
MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

Iinter
f

he has filed only one report to the
KANSAS WOMAN HELPLESS
Lawrence, Kas. Mr. J. F. Stone, probate court as guardian.
of this city, says, ' My wife suffered
The complaint sets up that the defor ten years from womanly troubles, fendant has received money both as
during two years of which she was administrator and as guardian for
totally helpless. She was examined which he has not accounted. Upon
it is claimed
by many physicians, soma of whom coming of age in
gave her up to die. Finally she be- the plaintiff demanded of hi sfather
gan to take Cardul, and since then an acounting, and upon the advice of
has greatly Improved In health. The his counsel, whose name is not given
10,00i)
tonic, strengthening, and restorative in the complaint, lie accepted
effects of Cardui, the woman's tome, and a house in St. Lo'iis in settlement
on the womanly constitution, are the of all claims against his father, both
most valuable qualities of this popu as administrator and as guardian. The
lar medicine. Cardui acts specmcai- plaintiff alleges thar this settlement
lv on the womanly constitution. Halflwas ma(je wi,h insufficient informaa century of success proves that car- tion and wjthout fu!! knowledge of the
for
it
claimed
is
do
all
that
dui will
facts and condition?, and he now reTry it for your trouble.
pudiates the settlement.
The complaint prays for a full
and recov ry from the deand for an injunction to refendant,
THE QA1LY ROUND UP.
strain him from disposing of any
property of the t state.

Grocery Co.

Southern Corner Plaza. Ssnta Fe.

Telephone

No.

4a

April.

green-roofe-

sent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.
J

India Linons

Sunnv Monday.

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon

Dotted Swisses
Nainsook

"the n. k. fairbank company
CHICAGO

Voile

Poplin
HAD TO BE CRAZY

Batiste

Dimity

BE-

CAUSE DR. SAID SO.

On Monday of next week, the annual general election for directors in
Denver, April 1. "I'll Just bet you
the county school districts takes place. a hat that I am back in Denver beThe indications are that every school fore vou are." said Michael H. Mur A
district will comply with the law. The
phy, who was sentenced to life in the
jpjpEent school directors will act as penitentiary for the murder of his
judges of election and will report the sweetheart, Anatolia Wunderle, to AnAll wealth untold
result to County School Superintend-;en- t
thony Sarbin, the French burglar who
In the yellow gold
John V. Conway.
term for
was sentenced to a
Of the dandelion's cloak,
L. M. Ortiz, teaclipr at Lamy, School1 robbing the home of Mrs. Kate G.
And jewels rare
District No. 12, is in Santa Fe on Hallack, while the two men were
That the fountains wear
with Superintendent Conway. ing taken to Canon City by Deputy
Released from their icy yoke.
He will return to Lamy tonight and sheriff W. W. Arnett.
A light a gloom
says that there will be quite a warm
The conversatlon arose when
A drenched perfume.
at Lamy over the election ofjWn criticlsed American
justice.
A robin's wavering flight,
directors.
bfn tod Murphy that he did not think
Faith to believe,
of
the the American people gave a foreigner
Pedro Ortiz y Pino, clerk
And a heart to grieve,
school directors at Galisteo, transact-!fair trial. "Well, what do you think
then
and
light.
Darkness
ed school business today with Super-;0- f
me? I got life," remarked Murphy,
inteii'lent Conway and left for his 'and vou cot only ten years."
hone this afternoon.
"But you're crazy," said Sarbin.
Walter M. Taber, postmaster and
Craziness a Bluff.
That batters its beauty down,
merchant at Gloricta, is in Santa Fe
"Yes, they say I am crazy. But I'll
A soft blue sky
on business with Superintendent
bet you a hat that I will be out of the
With a cloud hard by,
pen and back in Denver before you
frown.
a
and
then
And laughter
are. I never said I was crazy. The
The Dark and Fair
HORRIBLE CRIME
doctors who came in and examined me
And the Joy and Care,
WITNESSED FROM TRAIN. were the only ones that said I was
Oh, April and Life, in sootn.
crazy. That story about the airships
Of the years that follow Youth.
Son of Millionaire Who Lost Fortune and the singing red birds that the pris-- L. M. Thornton
in April Columbian,
n
oners told on the stand was all a bluff.
Dissipation Shoots Woman
I had to be crazy after all the doctors
and Then Himself.
and the prisoners said I was."
Death From Ptomaine Poisoning
James Bronson Sundt, son of Mr. and
New York, April 1 Passengers
Mrs. Joseph Sundt, died at Las Vegas nrrivinp nrlv tTiic mnrnlno' hv n rVow
was
$100 REWARD, $100.
,
The boy
of ptomain poisoning.
.
. ...
,
v
n,nv
imii. nun a. nvi i ii j nits
liic icauua ul Lino uain;i nui uc
ten months old.
Introduction to a crime when sudden, leased
to
is
at
least
learn
that
there
&
Grist Mill for Cuervo Bond
of the emergency brakes
- application
,,rpa(1,,d diseasa that science has
Wiest have the engine and other mabrought the train almost to a stop been able t0 cur In all ltg stages, and
opposite a double tragedy which was that ls Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
enacted on Park avenue. A well lg the only positive cure now known
main building but have to build the being
man was seen to draw a re- - t0 tne medical fraternity. Catarrh Redressed
engine house.
from his pocket, shoot a worn--;
volver
a constitutional disease, reauires
S.
Accident
George
Runaway
an, and turn the weapon upon him-;constitutional treatment Hall's
Brown of Alameda was badly hurt in
see
to
the Catarrh Cure in taken Internally,
The engineer, first
Albuquerque
runaway acciaent
threw on the brakes and Ing directly upon the blood and
The horse crashed into a
yesterday.
to the man: "Hold on, don't cous surfaces of the system, thereby
telephone pole and Brown was pinned
The assassin paid no destroying the foundation of th disunder the buggy that was overturned. shoot her."
te ease, and giving the patient strength
Collided With Automobile An auto heed to the unexpected witness
mobile yesterday afternoon crashed his deed, but took deliberate aim atiby building up the constitution and
into a buggy at Albuquerque which the woman and fired. Then he placed assisting na ure In doing its work.
was occupied by Henry A. Thom, Ros the weapon to his own temple, fired The proprietors have so much faith in
coe Smith of Macon, Mo., and J. A. and sank to the street by the woman's Its curative powers that they offer
Barnett of Albuquerque. Barrett was side. Passengers who looked, power-- One Hundred Dollars for any case
The chauffeur of less to interfere, were horrified and that it laiis to cure. Send lor list of
painfully injured.
the auto speeded up and disappeared as son as the engineer saw that his testimonials.
before his Identity could be
warning was not heeded, he pulled Address: F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo,
his train into the station. The man Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Gold Strike at Wagon Mound Wag was dead when the police arrived and
Take Hall's Family Pills for
on Mound, the metropolis
of Mora the woman has 'little chance of reA
man's
card
the
in
covery.
pocket
on
land
a
strike
county, reports
gold
that was classified as homestead land bore the name of Jacob Shonts. The
The ore from a ledge assays $10 per woman was identified as Mary Czup- The man was WOOD'YS HACK
ton and a shaft 30 feet in depth was piewiz of this city.
sunk. A drift was men run and the further identified as the son of Ru
a millionaire
From
ore improved as the vein was follow- dolph Stumpmictzy,
ed. Quite a number of filings have lumber man of Austria who died sev
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
eral years ago leaving the son $100,- been made In the vicinity.
Both
Meets
North
member
fellow
South
a
to
000.
According
said
who
he
of
the
union,
carpenter's
Bounds Trains.
STEPSON SUES DR. G. W.
had known him from- childhood, Jacob
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
HARRISON FOR ACCOUNTING. came to
name
his
America, changing
the north bound train and arrive at
t3 Shontz and soon dissipated his for- Taos at 7 p. m.
"
in
Three
Interest
tune.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Estate at
way. Good covered hack and rood
Is Evolved.
teams.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Su-rV E BROMO Quinine Table 8
TiAX
ATI
Take
demto Maks
ThingCoxafozta.'bla.
Un
Albuquerque, N.M ., April 1.
e.gex
If
to
cure
It
alls
usual interest centers in allegations Druggisteiefund money ts, on each box 2
signature
contained in a suit filed yesterday in
the district court of Bernalillo coun
We Have gBuilt Up
ty by Grover W .Harrison against his
father, Dr. George W. Harrison of AlThe complaint alleges
buquerque.
thath the defendant married the moth
er of the plaintiff, Guadalupe Perea de
Harrison, in 1885, and that the children of the marriage were the plaintiff
and a sister, Mary Guadalupe Harri
son, who subsequently died; that the
mother of plaintiff died on October 20,
1889, leaving a large estate to which
he and his sister were heirs at law,
and that following the death of Mrs.
Harrison the defendant, Dr. Harrison,
had himself appointed
33301
administrator
of the estate. Only two reports, it is
THE RIG YOU WANT
alleged in the complaint, have been
is here. "Whether it be a runabout,
filed by the defendant as administra
WE HANDLE LUMBER
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
tor since his appointment, the first in
can furnish you with one that will
and have tvery
large
quantitiet
on May 5, 1890, showing a balance in modern facility for furnishing th
make your drive a pleasure.
favor of the estate of $49,582.64, and
OUR LIVERY STABLE
best rough or dressed
very
the last on January 7, 1895, showing
caters to those who want a first-claLumber
a balance of $33,983.82.
outfit. All of our horses are
We art thu
of every description.
live ones,-ansleek In appearance.
It is alleged that the sister of
best
pricei
We will fill your order promptly,
died in 1895, and that plaintiff be- enabled to make the very
for Lumber of wch high grad. satisfactorily and at a moderate price.
came entitled to a
to figure on your
in her share of the mother's es- Ve will be pleased
B. P. WILLIAMS
tate. It is also alleged that the de- contracts.
Succesor to
fendant had himself appointed
of the plaintiff in 1890, and that
WILLIAMS & RISING
g

ten-ye-

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKE5

Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

j

Groceries and Delacatessen

FRESH PIES

White Goods For Spring

dirt-starti-

Much Interest Manifested in Election
of Directors Which Takes
Place Monday.

Bros. Co.

"

mean economy to the woman
who uses it. Its wonderful
qualities are retained until the cake is worn
to a wafer, and as it is a hard
soap which does not wash
away quickly, one bar of it
will go as far as two bars oi
any yellow laundry soap. You
spare your pocketbook as well
as your clothes when you use

PUBLIC SCHOOL MATTERS
IN SANTA FE COUNTY.

1, 1911.

Incorporated 1903

Selipan

The lasting qualities oi
Sunny Monday laundry soap

d

bird-son-

Louis Napoleon

mature 2?S

e

And a rainbow, bright,
And a soft breeze floating by
A
bower.
And a springing flower,
sweet and clear.
With a
A doubt a dream
And of Hope a gleam,
A Fancy and then a tear.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Established 1856.

j

A dash of rain
On the window pane.
And a glint of blue in the sky,
A cloud, snow white

SATURDAY, APRIL

M

EVERY DAY

FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

I"T

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

I

CITY

Phone 39

Sar-conteSar-scho-

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

j

a

The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
III
t
J
-J
.0
a power pumping piani oui or any winumui pump.
'-

ANY BOY
CAN RLN

THIS
ENGINE.

7,

j

We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or Domer as long as Kepi prupeny

lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
work, ror sale by

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

v.i,

ZtJ,
..ui

w

:,,fJ

hherLiur

a

Wholasa.se
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
&
POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

FOOD.

All Kinds of Flowers and
ALFALFA SEED
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

EI

45

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE

LEO HERSCK

IK

45

LINE!

EUGENIO ROMERO
I
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of bailding material

Lump, nut and

Ei'-'-"-

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

THOMAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

RIDE IN THE MOON

SNTA

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE .AND SUPPLIES.

FE GARAGE

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

Phone 14.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Bk

Da

RATON
YANKEE'

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

fSStrSSo?.
85

,

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone

Albu-querq-

FARE SST

$5.00

ss

-

,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Pit

Phone Red 100

30 H. P.

.M

Fifty-Thou-

can'llar

mine run coal

Phone Red 100

"

YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T. BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
...... i
ttBfcfc.

1

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

-

.

t

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain"

CAI p
OALC

FOR

'JSPfoved

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

mimnA

A

UP

Drivers

!gpi

f anoted.

three-eight-

Palace Ave.
'

'

CHA5. CLOSSON

Don CiMpar Are.

Charles W. Dudrow

r

MARCH

ook's Pharma
Phone 213
1.

Viil

- WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuaHythe result
Such unpleasant conditions may
of exposure to the March winds.
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use ot all wintry skins, and to Keep
perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

rHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
WATERS OF UPPER PECOS.

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed it
come quietly

Kidaey ills
ously,
But nature always warns
the kidney secretlrns.
See if the color is unhealthy
If there are settlings and sediment.
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney

Pills,

To ward off Bright's disease or diabetes.
Doan's have done great work in San-

ta

Fe.

J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
and they have done m a world of
good. A dull pain In the small of my
back, sometimes extending into my
bladder caused me a great deal of
suffering, particularly when I took
cold. I was bothered mostly In the
winter, and in addition to the pain
In my back, there were symptoms of
'Inflammation of the bladder.
The
kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended with
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan'g Kidney Pills. They proved to
be just the medicine my case requir--e-d
and the complete cure they brought
l'f.s led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
tafce no other.
n

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(07042
Department of the Interior,

Land

U. S.

Office

at Santa Fe,

N. M.
10, 1911.

March
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Martinez y Lujan of Lamy, N. M., who,
on November 14, 1905, made homestead entry No.
for SE 4
Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 5th day of May,
8626-0704- 2,

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N.
M.; Enrique Martinez, Pedro Martinez, Antonio Jose Garcia, all of;
Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
One Conductor Helped Back to Work.
Mr. WrUard Adams is his name, and
he writes. "I was confined to my bed

with chronic rheumatism and used
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy with good effect. The third bottle
put me on my feet and I resumed
work as conductor on the Lexington,
Ky., Street Railway.
It will do all
you claim in cases of rheumatism." It
clears the blood of uric acid.
For
sale by all druggists.

W. H. KERR,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you dhirts. without
extra charge.

"BWB

RED 122.

PHONB RJDC IWL

Whenever yon want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on me at ray salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll ourl and dress the hair with
I'll suit tbe contour of your face. grace
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop Is neat and iowelsare clean
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the taste and please the ralnd.
FIRST CLASS

BATH

ROOM

T. W. ROBERT S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta

Fe,

N M

Lake project have been sold to the
Carey Act Land Board of New Mexico,
and by that Boani turned over to the
Urton Lake Land & Water company.
As to the Carlsbad project, it appears that the United States also ac
quired certain rights of prior appropriation, that the work of construct-tiohas been diligently prosecuted
and that considerable land is being
irrigated from said works.
All of said aplications have been
rejected by the Territorial Engineer
on November 12, 1910, the reason for
such rejection, as stated in his decisions, being that the water applied
in the three
specified
for, being
notices filed by the Supervising Engineer of the U. S. Reclamation Service
on January 2, 1906, and no part thereof having been released, were not sub-ec- t
to further appropriation under the
laws of New Mexico.
Chapter 102, Laws of 1903, which
authorized the filing of such notices
did not provide that waters so specified should not thereafter be subject
to further appropriation by any one
else unless formally released by the
proper officers of the United States.
Chapter 102, Laws of 1905 was expressly repealed by Chapter 49, Laws
of 1907, which also authorized
the
filing of such notices by the proper officers of the United States.
(Sec. 40,
Chapter 49, Laws of 1907); but fixed
a limit of three years from date of
notice within which time plans for
the proposed work must be filed in the
office of the Territorial
Engineer,
and provides that unless plans are
filed within that time the waters specified shall become public waters subject to general recommendation.
The Act of Cnogress known as the
Reclamation Act (Statutes 32, Section

provides that the Secretary of the
Interior in constructing such works,
shall be governed by the laws of the
and Territories
respective States
wherein such works are situated as
to the appropriation and use of water
therefor; and it has been stated on the
highest authority that the status of
the United States, as to the appropriation and use of water for such works,
is the same as that of an individual
water user or land owner.
It will hardly be questioned that if
the legislature had enacted a law
granting to individuals or corporations the privilege of filing such notices and tying up of a stream, or of
all the streams in the Territory, for
an infinite time within which to investigate and determine whether or
not tney cared to undertake, or could
or would raise and invest the necessary capital for the construction of
e works to utilize such waters, such
a law, even if not void as against public policy, could be repealed and the
privilege withdrawn or modified.
Unless there is some act of Congress, to which our attention has not
been called, to the contrary, we see
no reason why the repeal of Chapter
102 is not effective as to the United
States to withdraw the privilege of g
up the waters of New Mexico indefinitely and to fix a limit of three
years from date of such notice within which plans must be filed.
Nor
do we see why such modification
should not apply also to notices filed
prior to such repeal, except possibly,
as to projects upon which construction was actually begun and diligent3SS)

tie-in-

ly prosecuted.
As to notices for the Las Vegas
and Urton Lake projects, no plan for
the proposed work having been filed
in the office of the Territorial Engineer, and it being apparent that those
two projects have been abandoned by
the United States, the Board holds
that the waters specified therefor have
so far as the same were affected by
the notices for said Las Vegas and
Urton Lake projects, become public
waters subject to general appropriations.
There can be some question as to

RITO

MULLIGAN &
1

Funeral Directors &
Licsnsed Embalmers
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(Continued

PALACE

AVE ;

DONE,

MILITARY INSTITUTE

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished
Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Department.
Thorough Academic course, preparinr
x oung men for college or business life.
reat amsuit of open airworK. neann- iest location ofanv Military icnooi in
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
west-a- t
an elevation or urn leei aoove
CPS lava! eitneUtnik avair Aiv
hui littla
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
Graduates from standard easterc colleges
furnished
thoroughly
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.
.

RECENTS- -E

,,

A. CAB00N President,''
W,

J.

C

HAMILTON,

P. WHITE, Treasurer;

W. M. ATKINSON,
Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated cataCoL JAS.W. WILSON,!
logue address.

Superintendek

whether a right to appropriate waters
covered by such a notice can be initiated by an application filed while
such notice was in force, ths Board
holds that the waters specified in such
a notice becomes again
subject to
general appropriation either by formal release or released by limitation,
the applications therefore shall be
considered in the order of their filing,
whether filed before or after Euch release.
The Board was informed by the representatives of the U. S. Reclamation
Service, present at the hearing, that
the United States did not intend to
construct either the Las Vegas or Urton Lake projects, and that he understood that the proper officials were
ready to relinquish all claims to such
waters under the notices for those projects whenever the several applicants
should agree among themselves a3 to
their priorities.
This Board had previously ordered
the approval of an application of the
Board of Trustees of the Las Vegas
Grant for waters specified in the
for the Las Vegas project and
the canalB and reservoirs for utilizing
the same are being constructed under
that application for the Las Vegas Irrigation District organized under the
s

laws of New Mexico.
R. P. Ervien, Secretary of Carey
Act Land Board of New Mexico,
stated at this hearing when the said
Board, which had filed an application
for the waters of the Urton Lake project, had no objection to the approval
of the application of the I'rton Lake
Land and Water Company and D. J.
McCanne or other applications for appropriating waters of the Pecos river

and tributaries.
The several applicants filed with the
Board stipulations and statements
consenting to the approval of the different applications in the order of filing and to the approval of certain
other applications against which they
had protested.
A. Jones, who has takAndrieus
en an appeal to the District Court
from the decision of the Board ordering the approval of the said applica
tion No. :',41 of the Board of Trustees
of the Las Vegas Grant, stated thatj
an agreement had been made between
said Board of Trustees, the Placita
Ranch Co., the Las Vegas Irrigation
District, D. A. Camfield and himself,
whereby said Board of Trustees and
its assigns should have prior rights
s
to the use of waters of the upper
and the Sanguiella arroyo to the
extent that provision is made in the
and contracts
plan, specifications
said Board of Trustees for the Las
Vegas Irrigation District and with D.
A. Camfield, upon the relinquishment
Gal-lina-

of any claim of said Board of Trustees has o the surplus waters of the
Sapello river. Mr. Jones filed a statement with this Board agreeing to recognize such priority of the said Board
of Trustees and its assigns and to
either dismiss his said appeal from the
decision approving the application ot
said Board of Trustees or consent to
a decree recognizing such priority, in
case of the final approval of his appli-

cation No. 346.
The other objections to the approval
of these applications being thus disposed of, we come to the question
whether there is unappropriated water
available therefor.
It appears from the reports of the
Government Engineers and of engineers employed by the applicants and
from other evidence presented, that
considerable quantities of flood waters
of the different water sheds of the
Pecos and tributaries are available
for each applicant and can be utilized
without
materially interfering with
the water supply of the others or of
the Carlsbad project or other water

would otherwise be lost may be car
ried around such porous places, utilized for irrigation of large areas of
land under their canals and that a
large portion of the water so utilized
will come hack into the river by return flow from the different diversion

orka
A demonstration oi this return flow
is observed near For: Sumner, where
waters of the Pecos have been used
for several years ti irrigate some
2,000, acres of land an the return flow
has already made i' apiwarance in
the river below the l.mds and is constantly increasing in luantity.
must have been
These conditions
known to the engin- - rs of the U. S.
Reclamation Service and recognized
b them in planning the three separate projects describ- J in the notices
-

filed in 1902. ,
It would require carefully recorded
measurements of tli' How of the
stream at different points extending
over a long series of ears to determine with any degree f certainty just
what quantity of
unappropriated
water there is available for each applicant. Reports of measurements of
the run-of- f from portions of the Pecos
watershed recorded for a number of
years at point3 above places where
the water sinks in the river channel,
taken in connection with records of
annual precipitation a: different places
on the Pecos watershed, indicate that
there is a large quantity of flood
water unappropriated.
And if conditions are as stated su that each project will receive the benefit of a large
flow from waters used for irrigating
lands of the upper projects, the construction of the irrigation works of
these several applicants and the utilization of a large portion of the flood
waters of the different watersheds for
their purposes would not be detrimental to the water users further down
the river.
On the contrary, it seems
probable that the use of these proposed works will be beneficial to the
lower water users and to the Carlsbad project, by increasing the immanent flow of the stream and lessening
the deposit of silt in
reservoirs ot
that system.
For the foregoing reasons the Board
is of the opinion that
applications
should be approved.
The decision of the Territorial
No. 346
gineer in rejecting ap
of Andrieus A. Jones is reversed a vl
it is hereby ordered that such application No. 316 be approved for the
appropriation by diversion and storage,
of not to exceed 300.oto acre-fee- t
of
water per annum delivered on the land
and for the use of the water so diverted and stored for developing power,
subject, however, to whatever rights
the United States Government has to
the use of waters of the Pecos river
and its tributaries for irrigation of
lands under the Carlshad project, and
also subject to the rights of the Board
of Trustees of the Lus Vegas Land
Grant and its assigns to the use of the
waters of the upper GitUinas river, the
Sanguijella arroyo and flood waters
into its or their canals and reservoirs
for irrigation of lands under the so
called Las Vegas project or Las Vegas
t

Irrigation District.
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utaries for irrigation of lands under
the Carlsbad project, and with the
further proviso that the
thereunder shall not be exercised to the
detriment of the Board of Trustees of
the Las Vegas Grant, or its assigns or
assoany person, firm, corporation,
ciation, board or district having prior
of said
rights to the use. waters
stream system.
The decisions of the Territorial En-

gineer in rejecting applications Nos
4lil, 411, 421, and 422 are affirmed for
the reason that the appropriation
claimed therein are covered by the approval of applications Nos. 17o and
without prejudice to the
190; but
right of applicant to have applications
Nos. 421 and 422 reinstated and substituted for Nos. 170 and 190 reside-tivelsubject to the same limitations
as stated in the foregoing order of
approval.
MARRIED MAN GETS IT
IN THE NECK AGAIN.
Beer-Staine-

Facts for Weak Women

Nine-tentof all the ic knes of women it due to some
derangement or disease of the organs distinctly feminine. Such sickness can be cured is cured
every day by

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
It Makes Weak Women Strong,

Sick Women Wei.

It acts directly on the organ affected and is at the same time a general restorative tonic for the whole system. It cures female complaint right in the privacv
of home. It makes unnecessary the disagreeable questioning, examinations and
local treatment so universally insisted upon by doctors, and so abhorrent to
every modest woman.
e shall not particularize here as to the symptoms of
those peculiar affections incident to women, but those
naming full information as to their symptoms and
means of positive cure are referred to the People's Common Sense Medical Adviser 1008 pages, newly revised
and
Edition, sent free on receipt of 21
stamps to cover cost of mailing only; or, in cloth
31
for
binding
stamps,
Address
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

I.

MANUSCRIPT OF "PICKWICK" IS SCATTERED,

Kiss Not Sufficient Pay Its
Publication
Early in the
for Faithful Wife Declares
Century Caused a Literary
Author.
rore in England.

l.."Man is a
April
Chicago,
cheap skate, and woman almost is as
bad."
This doesn't sotind much like "Lavbut it was the
ender and Old
manuauthor of that "sweet-scentescript" Myrtle Reed McCullough, who
said it in effect to the somewhat
scandalized members of the Ravens-wood

Woman's

OFFICE MEN MAKE
SUCCESS AT FARMING.

Last Artesian Belt In Southwest
Has Attracted Many From the East
Who Are Making Good.
Austin, Texas, March 31. It is asLuring my search for the manu- serted that more men whose early
script of "Pickwick," writes J liiit years were spent in offices In the
Schooling in tbe April Strand Ji,i;j. nortli are farming in Texas today than
zine, I beard from one source that in any other state in the Union. In
the original was in America.
The the artesian belt southwest of this
Americans are zealous collectors of ::y are seventy-fivmen from
and fifty or more from MilwauCharles Dickens's letters and writings
and one day when I was examining kee, who left office positions to get
volume after volume of the original nex- t,i the soil in Texas. A remarkable fact connected with these, too,
manuscripts, their keeper told me that
many Americans go to him every is that there is not. a failure among
them, eat h one is making more than
year and beg permission "Just
to
Some of these
touch" one of the bound volumes of an average success.
came here as bachelors, and after
Later inquiry about the
manuscript.
a foothold on the soil returnMS of "Pickwick" brought the follow- getting
ed to their old homes and
brought
ing information from Mr. Hogarth: northern
girls here as their wives to
"
The MS of 'Pickwick' was never share in home
making and the prospreserved in its entirety at all! Stray perity that is coming to all of them.
of
it
turned
have
fragments
up and
are dispersed about the world, I believe.
But it was not given by its
CHBftCH
I don't think he
author to anyone.
attached much importance to his
" So we
MSS, in those early days.
Cathedral.
must go without this manuscript, it
Fifth Sunday In Lent.. First mas
of
is,
course, impossible for us of the at 6:30 o'clock a. m.
Second mass at
present generation to realize what a !:30. Sermon in
Third
English.
godsend to the peoiel of nearly a cen- mass at 10:31). Sermon in
Spanish.
were
the light green month- At 7 o'clock
tury ago
ji. m. Rosary, sermon and
ly parts of "Pickwick."
It came out Benediction.
in heavy days, when people, had solid
Lacy of Guadalupe.
mahogany sideboards, weighing tons
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
(more or less) and when the vogue (high) 9:30 a. m.
of the black
First sermon in Spanish at 7. a. m.
shiny
sofa was supreme;
they had arm- Second sermon in English and Spachairs, but no easy ones, and this re- nish at 9:30 a. m. Rosary and Bemark applies to the literature of the nediction at 6:30 p. m.
Church of the Holy Faith.
period as well as to its furniture.
Thomas Carlyle wrote in a letter to
Passion Sunday. Sunday school
a friend: "An archdeacon,
with his 9:45. Morning prayer and sermon 11.
own venerable lips, repeated to me the Evening prayer and address 7:45.
other night a strange, profane story
Presbyterian.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Chrisof a solemn clergyman who had been
administering ghostly consolation to a tian Endeavor 6:45 p. m. No preachsick person; having finished,
Prayer meeting Wednessatis- ing service.
at 7.45. Everyone welday
as
he
and
factorily
got out come.evening
thought,
of the room, he heard the sick person
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
ejaculate: 'Well, thank God! "PickSunday school at 9:45 a. m. Lesson
wick" will be out in ten days, anyway!' This is dreadful." Tbe bind-de- r "Kltsha Heals xaaman the Syrian."
11 a.
m..by the pastor.
prepared 400 copies of Part I of Preaching at
"Pickwick" and ot Part XV his order Subject "Patterns and Motives." Ep-- .
worth League service at 7 p. m. Subwas far more than 40,000!
The Dick
ject
Preaching at
ens Centenary Stamps or Bookplates :7:45 "Temptations."
p. m. by the pastor. Subject,
are now on sale for the benefit of the
"Practice
Christianity."
Special
children and grandchildren of the music
by the choir.
in- author, many of whom are in straigh vited. A cordial welcomeEverybody
to strangers.
tened circumstances.
The price, is B. F. Summers, Pastor.
two cents each or twenty-fivcents
for a sheet contained in a Centenary HAD BLOODY FIGHT
Envelope.
WITH A LIONESS.
Denver, Colo., March 31. Battling
a mountain lioness after she had
Foley Kidney Pills contain in con
centrated form ingredients of estab-- ! oroKen one of his wrists and dislolished therapeutic value for the relief' cated the arm at the shoulder, C. C.
and cure of all kidney and bladder Garnett, a timber
contractor,
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are an-- j wun tne beast yesterday until fought
Chas.
tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re-- i R. Smith came with a rifle and the
fuse substitute.
For sale by all animal was killed. The fight took
Fu-

e

club.

The author was outlining her views

on matrimony.
"The wife." she said, "gets her
board, her clothes, and a few kind
words, while her servant in the Uitchen gets her board, her clothes and $7
a week. If the average husband used
the same language to his domestics
as he does to his wife, his skull would
be corrugated from collisions with a
rolling pin.
"The man's argument. 'Well, I sup-- j
pert her,' breaks down completely be-- j
foie this state of facts. If anything:
further were needed, it might be;
printed out that he also supports the
women in his office. His employes do
not feel under any particular obliga
tions to him for that.
Pay Better Than Beery Kiss.
"You would have great difficulty in
finding a working woman in this great
city willing to exchange her weekly
pay envelope for her employer's
'darling' and his beery kiss.
Marriage in a good many cases is a
gold brick game in which the man
exchanges that intangible thing called 'love' for the wife's real service.
"The modern woman is suffering
from atavism.
Modern living conditions have brought this about. History has repeated itself, and women
pre back in the cave dwelling age.
The
flat is the troglodyte's
cave embellished with open plumbing
and electric lights.
"Eighty-siper cent of the women
of the United States virtually are cave
dwellers. They toil nil day in the little caves they call home, while the
man roams the highways seeking
whom he may devour.
Slaughtered Birds Her Delight.
"She bedecks herself with the teeth
and the hides of wild beasts, and never is so happy as when she is able to
parade herself before the. world glorified in the feathers of some poor bird
slaughtered by a brute of a man.
"Woman never will be able to
emancipate herself until she puts all
this aside. Corsets, French heels and
nursing bottles are the claims that
bind her to the husband's chariot
wheels. The truly great women of the
world have been iconoclasts.
They
laughed at convention. If modern woman would follow in the footsteps
of the great ones of her sex, the prob
iem of woman's rights would be solved. And the race would not die out. druggists.
either. Men would marry us just the
CAMELS
same and be glad of the chance."
-

whis-lere-

d

Such approval should also contain
the proviso that the permit thereunder
shall not be exercised to the detriment
of any person, firm, corporation, association, board or district having prior
rights to the use of waters of said
stream system.
A3 the identical project described
iu application No. 424 is fully provided for by the approval of application No. 346, the decision of the Territorial Engineer in rejecting applica
tion No. 424 is affirmed, but without
prejudice to the right of applicant to
have the same reinstated and substiusers.
for No. 346 subject to the same
The point of diversion described in tuted
limitations stated in the foregoing or
the application of Mr. Andrieus A. der of
approval.
Jones, is 90 miles above the point of
The decision of the Territorial Endiversion described in the application
in rejecting application No. 393
of Urton Lake and Water company, gineer
of the Urton Lake Land and Wate. THE SOUND
SLEEP OF GOOD
and D. J. McCannes, which are 125
HEALTH.
miles above the works of the Carls- company, and application No. 436 of
D. J. McCanne are reversed and
is
Cannot be over estimated and any
bad project.
Flood waters from a large drainage ordered that said applications N03 ailment that prevents it, is a menace
395 and 436 be consolidated
and ap- to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
area flow into the Pecos below the
one application for permit Wis., says: "I have been unable to
diversion works of Mr. Andrieus A proved as
to appropriate waters of the Peos sleep soundly nights, because of pains
Jones and above those of the Urton
river and tributaries not to exceed ncoss my back and soreness of my
project and a still lar- 300,000 acre-fee- t
per annum for ilm kidneys. My appetite was very poor
ger drainage area discharges flood
and my general condition was much
waters into the Pecos below the lat- purpose of irrigating 150,000 acres of run down.
I have been taking Foley
with leave to construct and
land,
ter works and above those of the
or all of the diversion and storage Kidney Pills but a short time and now
any
Carlsbad project.
There is also a works and to
apply the water upon sleep as sound as a rock, my general
large drainage area in the high moun- any of the lands not
ition is greatly improved, and I
exceeding 150, ccni
tain country at the head of the Pecos 000
described in either or both know that Foley Kidney Pills have
acres,
and also on the Callinas river below ot
said applications
Nos. 395 and cured me."
the works of Las Vegas Irrigation
and
436; plans
specifications and desHOW THE HINDUS
District, from which flood waters flow ignation of lands to be
irrigated to be
into the Pecos above, the diversion
OBTAINED FIRE.
furnished the Territorial Engineer
works of the Jones project.
within a reasonable time.
Said apIt is shown that a very large per
a
Rod Revolving in a
proval to be subject to whatever Friction of
Wooden Groove Produces
centage ot the waters of the Pecos rights the United States Government
sink and are lost in the porous, tilted has to the use of waters of
Flame to Light Lamps.
the Pecos
limestone strata exposed in the river river and its
tributaries
for
irrigation
bed in several places below the diver- or
Fire is obtained for the important
lands under the Carlsbad project
sion works for the Jones project and
and subject also to the rights of the Hindu ceremony of "Yanga," by a
above those of the Urton
curious method, says a writer in the
Board of Trustees of the Las
Measurements Grant or its assigns to the useVegas
enterprise.
April Strand, matches not being conof
made under the direction of the Terthe waters of the 1'pper Gallinas river, sidered holy. The priest holding the
ritorial Engineer indicate that the loss the
two pieces of a piece of cord coiled
and flood
arroyo
Sanguijella
between the diversion points of these
water flowing into it or their canals or round a vertical rod, the lower end of
two projects is over 80 per cent of the
reservoirs for irrigation of lands un which offits into a groove cut out in the
water passing the upper point.
wood on which the rod rests,
And der the
Las V.gas project block
It is not known what becomes of the
a
motion causes it to roby
churning
of the Las Vegas Irrigation District;
water so lost or what portion of it, if
tate very rapidly, it being meanwhile
and
such approval shall also contain
in
any, is returned to the river bed be- the
the second priest
proviso that the nermit thereun keptmeansposition by
low.
of a horizontal handle with
by
der shall not be exercised to the det- a
hole in which the rod tuni3.
Similar conditions exist as to the riment of
The
any person, firm corpora- friction
waters which pass the diversion dam
between the rod and the lower
hoard or district
association,
tion,
for the Urton
block of wood after a
time sets
project,
prior rights to the use of water fire to the latter. Thisshort
a large portion thereof being lost in having
fire, by timely
of said stream system.
the porous materials of the river bed.
The decision ot the Territorial En- nourishment, is developed into a glorious flame.
It is also indicated by the reports of
The instrument is con
gineer in rejecting applications Nos.
engineers and other data and from 405, 406 and 407 of D. J. McCannes sidered very sacred by the orthodox
known results of Irrigation upon a
They, of course, kept grumis affirmed for the reason that the pro- Hindus.
large scale In other localities, that, by jects therein described are covered by bling all the while.
the construction and use of the diver
the
of applications Nos. 395
sion and storage works described in and approval
436.
these applications, the waters which
Every
The decision or the Territorial EnlftlntrriUf(l And ihnnM inm.
about the wonderful
tVA
gineer in rejecting applications Nos.
uAMARVELWhirlinnSDrav
ThO Dew VaKinnl
PILLS 170 and 190 of the Fort Sumner and
CHICHESTER
hyrlnce,
im'hi .u on conven- Pecos Land Company, are reversed
A
Diamond TtrondAA
and
Ch.:hoters
is
said
it
that
ordered
applications
IMIU in Kid and Hold nimllicXV
sealed with Blue Ribbon.
No3. 170 and 190 be approved subject Askyonrdrngfrfstforlt.
li ue cannot
supply uu
no
to whatever rights the Government of other,
jn Anhntv x.send accept
IrruerUt.
tamo fur
iff. I ' Wt
M
book cealed. Tt i rim
the United States has to the use of illustrated
full particulars and directions in. HI
n'4,i.-,- ,
alnahlo to ladle. M Air VIOL to.
SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVFRYWHEM
waters of the Pecos river and Its trib
Y
Hi
fcU
twt tSd Street. JlW i.

j
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place near Estabrook, fifty-onmiles
from Denver.
Garnett was hurried
to Pine Grove, where his
IN MOROCCO
injuries
LIKE TO SMOKE. were dressed. He and Smith then
A curious fact is described in the' brought the carcass of the lioness to
Denver.
April Strand Magazine regarding the
taming of wild camels by the natives MRS. VEST FELT LIKE
e

j

of Morocco.
A
niece
of wood, through which a hole is dril
led, is placed in the mouth of the cam
el, and a lighted cigar, very large and
loosely rolled is then insisted in the
hole. As soon as the animal starts tn
draw it becomes very tame and con-nnues to innale tne smoke and to emit
it through the nose. As soons as the
first cigar is finished a new one must
be put in it3 place,
otherwise the
camel becomes furious and very stubborn, fixes its legs in the ground, and
cannot be made to move until the
cigar smokes again.

CRYING

three-cornere- d

1

Pianos

Walacle, Va., Dec. 28. Mrs. Mary
Vest, of this place, "I hadn't been
very well for three years, and at last
I was taken bad. I could not stand
on my feet, I had such Dains. I aeherl
all over. I felt like crying all the
.
time. Mother insisted on my
Now I feel well, and do
nearly all my housework." ,No medicine for weak and ailing women, has
been so successful as Cardui. It goec
to the spot, relieving pain and dis
tress, and building
up
womanly
strength, in a way that will surely
please you. Only try it once.
trying-Cardui-

Organs

g

Edward M. Schnor

e

mm

n

V

Woman

De-tn.-

MNOyCEIHIS

Lake-Mc-Can-

S

a

one-ce-

THE EXPERT

GERMAN

TUNER

Company s Tuning Department, will be in Santa
Fe from April 3rd to April 6th.
Geo.

P.

Learnard,

Square

president of the

Learnard-Lindeman-

Music Dealers of Albuquerque,

n

Co.,

the

N. M.,
says:

It is a pleasure for us to recommend Mr. E. M.
Schnor as a
m? : !SS' torouh,y relible and conscientious workman.
tUner and we guarantee satisV mayeffiCient
faction
engage his services.

?lu

Mr. Schnor will stop

at Montezuma Hotel
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OWE AN ACCOUNTING TO THE
PUBLIC.
HARRY D. MOl'LTON.
The New Mexican does not want the
THEODORE N. ESPE.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Chamber of Commerce to be a "muckPAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
or to wield its
and Superintendent. raking" organization,
Editor and President.
influence against individual office holdJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureers, but it does like its attitude of
requiring the correct accounting of
Entered as Second Clasi Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
public monies and the proper expendiSanta Fe, New Mexico
$3.50 ture of public funds.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
To make sure
rcily, six months, by mail
25
General Agents
inDaily, per week, by carrier
1.00 of this, there should be a rigid
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
quiry into expenditures and the ac2.00
Life
The
Co. of New York
65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
counting of public funds in the past.
50 The New Mexican, for
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
instance, doe3
Co. of
not remember having ever seen or
FE
COUNTY.
reSANTA
OP
PAPER
OFFICIAL
published a satisfactory detailed
SECURITY
STRENGTH
SOLIDITY
port of the receipts and disbursement
to
is
sent
It
Mexico.
New
in
oldest
the
is
Mexican
newspaper
The New
of municipal funds.
It does not know
accounts having
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation of the municipal
ever been rigidly audited,, but it has
among the intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.
heard ugly rumors from time td time
in the past two decades, of licenses
fy NION IffclL A 13CL';
being collected and not accounted for;
of only a few hundred dollars in poll
ten months. They have hundreds of
Bros.
taxes being turned into the public Chickering
satisfied customers in New Mexico!
and
ed
Bush
with
Lane.
their
execution
FAIL.
inability
SCHOOLS
plead
WHERE PUBLIC
school treasury each year, although
and
,
...
Arizona.
,
unof
to
them
their
the
because
enforce
from
Co.
"You expect too much
there are 1,500 men in Santa Fe subA letter, a telegram or a telephone!
There is a strong feeling ject to the payment of a dollar each; Schiller,
public schools!" was the reply given; popularity.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
a man yesterday who urged the man- that penalties for crime may be evad- of the diversion of funds into improper Victor
a
terms will prove to prospective piano'
commission
school
when
and
the
ed,
evaded,
domestic
science,
ual training,
channels, all matters tha cannot be
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin- classes in San-- : of a crime is felt to bear with it no
gardens, and open-ai- r
cannot be denied, because Milton and the World Famous Cecilian deman Co. will .meet every customer!
and
proved
of
In all
the there is no
ta Fe. It is hard to get out of the: inherent turpitude.
system of bookkeeping or
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making the!
beaten path, out of the rut which has: schools the children are taught civics ot
other makes.
accounting in municipal or even
purchase of a piano a simple and sat--!
been worn by many years of prece-- ; with the purpose of making good citicounty affairs that measures up to the
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not, one
rezens
in
of
towns
with
but
it
them,
are
apparently
doing
dents but they
Insults as fruitless as those of efforts modern standard. The New Mexican car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
big and little in other states. The
has faith in the innate honesty of lo!
ev-in other directions.'
LEARNARD-LINDEMANstitutional public school that has
N
CO.
cal office holders, especially those enshow-- !
and
to
the
"As
for
roof
the
from
remedy
garden
existing
erything
Music
N. M.
The
Dealers
trusted
with
::
Established 1900
Albuquerque,
fiduciary
med-Square
::
responsibilities,
of
and
'
we
counters
have
educational
lunch
to
stte things
er baths
but that does not explain or excuse
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
ical inspection, is the type of the, nrt imbibed in our schools the Amerimodern school. The school system, can spirit of hurry and rush? 'We the fact that neither the county treasthat does not possess them is no. hurry at our meals, our pleasures, our urer nor the city treasurer publish
As-- ,
our Dusiness, and our quarterly accounts of receipts and disdevotions,
longer modern. There is a wide
parture from the little red school-- ; schools, where we deny ourselves bursements, as does the territorial
house in which the three R's were leisure for reflection, comparison, di- treasurer.
Certainly, the tax payer
insti- - gestion; assimilation and enjoyment.' has a right to 'know, and if the infor
taught to the present,
tutional school, and there are some: There must be hurry on the part pf mation is kept from him willfully, he
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.
problems that are unsolved in this; both teacher and scholar tq .get, the has a Tight to susnect.
di-j day's work through, and no time for
-:
transition, but Santa Fe school
Phone Black 109.
The New Mexican would therefore
rectors need not fear that they have: practical application of the day's les- suggest to the Chamber of Commerce,
fallen a victim to modern fads if they, sons. What might be done to better that it do as the commercial bodies
The opinion of the Board of Water
see to it that next year Santa Fe will matters is, instead of dropping some ot
BLANKS
Butte, Montana, have done.
They
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personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
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of the Triangle Waist Company fire.
house formerly occupied by John the streets around the
plaza are to be
was
:The
demonstration
Zook on Bowers street.
arranged by
paved. The property holders will
Mrs. Arthur Seligman gave a bridge stand half the expense which will representatives of a hundred and fifty
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
party yesterday afternoon in honor amount to a big sum, and the other labor unions.
are
who
Mrs.
of Mrs. Sloan and
Xoel,
hafl ofthe expense has to be met
visiting Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Sloan. Mrs. someway as there are no property EL PASO AUTHORITIES
AND
WILL STOP POKER GAMES.
Noel leaves this afternoon for her owners on the other half of the
El
1.
in
El
Paso,
home at Indianapolis.
April
"Gambling
streets. The city park or plaza is the
John Becker, head of the John Beck- "property holder" 'arid this dance will Paso must and will be stopped. No In
Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for your
er company of Belen, sails next week doubtless arouse the interest of all more fictitious names. will appear on
in
the
cases.
such
blotter
If
police
Waists and (iowns, we have
from New York for a tour of Europe. citizens who wish to see their city a man
is arrested on a gaming charge
He was a member of the constitutional we- paved.
MADRAS,
LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
LE.ENS,
he must give his correct name and
j
convention.
The arrangements are in charge of the
EVERYTHING
police must place that name and
Hon. Sylvester Mirabal and wife ar-- ! the finance committer of the Woman's no other on the blotter." Thus spoke
See Our Stock.
You Could Possible Desire.
rived in Albuquerque yesterday from Board of Trade, composed of Mr3. Ar Mayor V. E. Kelly this morning, when
San Rafael. Mr. Mirabal was a mem- thur Seligman, chairman; Mrs. Kapp, discussing the arrestr made by the
ber of the constitutional convention first vice chairman; Mrs. Jaffa, sec- police in their raids on the Poodle
ond vice chairman; Mrs. Rolls. Mrs. Dog saloon and a room in the Bron-soin the last legislature.
block Wednesday night.
.The Thirteen Card Club is meeting Renehan, Mrs. Fischer, Mrs. Abbott,
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. A. Mrs. Cartwright, Mr. R. F. Asplund,
Besides the members Mrs. I. B. Hanna, Mrs. Hayne3, Mrs.
L. Grimshaw.
of the club, Miss Josie Grimshaw and McFie, Mrs. Nuding, Mrs. James L.
Seligman, Mrs Spite,' Mrs. Baca and
Miss Mary Foree are guests.'
The Wallace Club is meeting this Mrs. Fiske.
afternoon at the home of Miss Phelps
on, Palace avenue. Mrs. Robinson and WHY LADIES ALWAYS
PREFER UGLY MEN.
Miss Abramson of Sunmount Sanitarium are guests of the club.
to Explain
Miss Manderfield and sister, Miss Canadian Professor Tries
Puzzle
to
Psychological
Chicago
mornthis
left
Eugenia Manderfield,
Audience.
ing for Las Vegas where they will be
acsponsors at the dedication of a new
Chicago, April 1. A Chicago audialtar tomorrow in Father Gilberton's ence
found out why it is that so many
church.
women marry ugly men.
beautiful
a
was
passArchbishop J. B. Pitavat
In
had noticed this fact before, but
enger for Las Vegas this morning They
H.
where he will bless a new altar to- it awaited the explanation of T)r. Caremorrow in the church of Rev. Paul F. Cameron of McGill. university,
who cleared up the mystery in
nada,
of
Guadalupe
Gilberton,
formerly
a lecture to the class of sociology at
church in this city
ul
"Captain H. P. Bardshar came in on i""5 uu,,nsu'
reason Is what Dr. Camer-lef- t
No. 10 Sunday from Las Vegas. Hej The real
s
Santa Fe with his auto, but at on describes as "blind psychic
he says, in spite of the If we
But,
it!Pulse"
to
something happened
blindness of said impulse, it often
. Vegas
u
nj
for OUR STOCK IS REPLETE WITH EASTER GIFT SUGG
strikes the right trail to a fat hank
Mound
Wagon
Pantograph
huor
account
a
of
sense
AND
lucid,
sharp
Goon
in
clerk
the
Fred Alarid,
dry goods
Gold, Silver
you
store of Adolph Seligman, will leave mor, or manners and good breeding,
which compensate for the more phys
Guaranteed- Quality
on Monday morning for the northern
Satisfactory Prices
ical ugliness of the lucky men.
assessdo
to
of
Fe
Santa
county,
part
"Persons like j. P. Morgan and John
ment work for Assessor Trinidad Ala-riD. Rockefeller, as well as gentlemen
He will be gone a week.
of blue blood," were among those
-:
-:
:
San Francisco St.
Reliable Jewler.
Jay Turley, the well known civil whom Dr. Cameron described
in his
and irrigation engineer of San Juan
hanas
lecture
overcome
the
having
"THE QUALITY DRUGGISTS"
county is in tn city. He has recovof slight personal pulchritude in
ered from an attack of smallpox and dicap
their race for the girls of their choice.
Phone Red 161.
West Side Plaza.
says that its tortures are not underWE ARE NOW READY TO
stood by any that have escaped the
'
''
disease.
!

Your Patronage Solicited
1. B.

President

LAUGHL1H

Millinery That's New!

vH. F. STEPHENS, Cnhier,,
Cashier

MILLINERY

,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

-'

THIN KIN G"

6 6

55c

Is NOT Doing. ACT AT ONCE and take
BEST Fire, Life or Accident Insurance Companies
or have your Bond furnished by the BEST Bonding Company; it costs
no more to get protection in the BEST Companies and you are
SURE you get value received,
Insurance in the

C. WATSON & CO.

0.

o
119

Santa

San Francisco St.

75c

1

Fe, New Mexico

m

$5.00

..

$1.50

SuitsIn

tj

to

$5.00

90c Up

no

i

$6.00

WASH DRESSES

Children--Lawn-Gingha-

Agents, 15 Leading Fire Insurance Companies; District Managers, Mutual Life
Insurance Co., New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.

Offices

-

ir:--.

,

1

'I

IV.

D

i

Townsend

W.

FOULARDS

PONGEES

o

u

Adolph Seligman Dfy Goods

n

YOU Won't be Fooled Even on April 1,
If You Buy Your Furniture From-- -

FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGN- ER

EXPERT

EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

The Best

COMPANY.

DIRECTORS
REAL ESTATE

In every city and village in New Mexico agents to represent
the NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY. If you care to represent one of the best lines of HEALTH and ACCIDENT INSURANCE issued call on or address,

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

No. 52

f

the World

j

Exactly what our quality
means. We have only
the best selected

cording toour knowledge
and experience.
drugs
this means the best
sults to both doctor and

i

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

.

In

&

SURETY

INSURANCE.

P. P. LACASSAQNE.
309 San Francisco St.

patient.
haven't got what you
want we'll get it
with as little delay

,-- !"

Get Ready For Easter
Leather

as possible.

'

H.

BUTT BROS CO.

OXFORDS

PUMPS,

and
HIGH SHOES

"Aslstant District Forester

in the

NEWEST,

iiiii'"!
WOMEN (AND u CH ILDRJEN

and most attractive styles for

MEN

.

i:

;

Our assortment equal to any. city line.
Our ShoesThe Highest Grade.
JOHN PFLELGER

bLAM CORRICK'S HACK LINE

rltlOl

Shoe Specialist.

satisfaction assured

rinnT ni inn

HICK SERVICE
.

fiX,s Biggies

Co.

SK")Prop

and Saddle Horses

A.

:-

Frame Your

B.

Recknage has left for the Pecos National forest to look over some tim
'A
ber sales in that forest and also to
Is
to!
inspect lands where it
proposed
do seeding and planting." --Albuqueraue Herald.
A musicale"was given today by the
pupils of- - the Allison mission school,
at the home- of Mrs. A. E. P, Robinson. The following pupils took part:
FJoisa Lucefo,
Maclovia Montoya,
Beneranda
Otero, Tabita Sanchez.
Julia Padilla, Consuela Perea, Ruby
Rubalid, Ephemania Roibal, Carrie
Mente, Mabel Sawtelle, Marie Barela,
Isabel Giron and Josephine Barela.
The Ftften"dub met vpatorrtqir aft.
ernoon at tne nome 01 Mrs. Thomas. yt
The meeting was called to order by
Mrs. March who read the clnb prayer,
Rll call was answered by quotations,
IraJwhalliiieBd a paper on "The
&ufhern Republics of South Ameri-ca.- "
Miss Massie read a storv.. . Cm-- tw
rent events closed the program,
j

For the Remaining Days of Lent

Mackera- lSMOKED

SllKtUUtD UJU

HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

INTRODUCTORY

FOR

THEM

AND NOVELTIES

:

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

IN IINb,

WHITE

SMOKED
AND

TIC

Nbn

Pictures

PRICES-AS- K

EASTER CARDS

12c 15c 20c & 30c

PIRfc tOU H5H,

YONTZ,

C.

FISH.

IMPORTED.

CHEESE
IMPORTED

CUT FLOWER- S-

BRICK,
ROQUEFORT,
SWISS,
NEW VORK CREAM.

ROSES.

City Eggs 30c a Doz.

The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.
WEDDING

j

H. S.

KAUNE &

CO.

CARNATIONS,

NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS

SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS
BOUQUETS,

THE CLARENDON

TABLE

DECORATIONS,

::

FUNERAL DFGNS.

GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mf
Phone Black 12.
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Water

He aters and Percolaters

i.Snta

Fe Water and Light Company
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Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
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PAGE SIX

MINING IN NEW MEXICO.

COAL

4

St, Louis Rocky ML

(Continued

From

Page One.)

wherphv iha lifp nr nprsnn of
himself or any one else might be endangered or by which property might
be injured or destroyed.
The interest taken in mine rescue
appliances and apparatus is highly
commendable and is producing decidedly beneficial results in many ways,
especially by awakening interest in
the subject of mine accidents; but the
deprevention of mine accidents
mands and should receive fully as
much attention as the rescue of

the

the writer has seen many pay rolls,
at different, mines, whereon several of
the miners had earned from $160 to
If the
$200 for 22 to 23 days work.
major part of the danger factor is removed from mining in New Mexico,
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
as may be done by enforcing proper
discipline, coal mining will become
a favorite pursuit.
(Head Up)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Head Down)
20
The mine operators and miners
STATIONS!
19
Miles
were in close accord during the year,
While care and discipline should be
a m
4 00
Lv. lies Moines. N. M...Ar
7 30
and at no time nor at any place were maintained to preven' great catastro
3
60
Kumaltlo
7 40
3 30
ine phes and means of rescue in all emer11
any signs of discord shown.
05
lelman
3 15
16
rn pnl in
operators are taking greater interest gencies should be provided, yet fully
3 05
20
Vinll
2 45
50
25
than ever before in the safety and as strict care and discipline should be
Thompson
2 25
9 10
31
CunninghamN.M
of the employes, and in line exercised to prevent the fatalities
comfort
1 55
9 35
42
..OUJton House
30
A r
l.v
... Raton. N. M.
(Hi
49
with other efforts for the safety of which occur singly, caused by falls of
Ai'i 10 15
0
2 Hi
liatou.N.M
(.Lv
tli e men and the preservation of pro- rock and coal, and which outnumber
9 49
:.. .Ollfton House V M.. ..
7
2 47
S Preston
6 32
perty they are maintaining better dis- the fatalities from explosions by more
4S
3 07
8 55
65
Koebler Junction
3 45
As a result fatal and non- than four to one. To this end I offer
cipline.
T(15
2
3 35
Koehler.. ..
fatal accidents have greatly decreased the following suggestions, as hereto
8
20
68
iOolfax
4 15
8 02
during the past two years; the rate fore offered in my reports, with a few
76
4 43
('errososo
7 45
82
5 00
Cimarron
(Ar
of fatal accidents for the fiscal year additions:
6 35
a m
5 10
Lv
Cimarron.
ended June 30, 1908, was 9.26 per
27
f"
5 18
Nash
Stricter discipline at and within the
6 17
6 2S
Harlan
.i Ar
thousand persons employed; for the mine, which
6 00
94
Ute Park, N. M.. Lv
5 45
discipline can only be enP m
pm
year following, 1909, it was 5.5G per forced by more specific and stringent
housand employed; and during the laws than those now on the statute
JOonneots at Oolfax with K. P. & 3. W. Ry, train both Northvand'Soutb.l
past
year, 4.89 per thousand employed. books.
SStaue tor Van Houten X, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
This rate is much greater than it
Absolute prohibitions of shooMng off
Staue leaves Ute Park. M, M.. for Kllziifoethtown. N. M.,'at 9:00 .i. m. flatly except
should be, and is primarily due to lack the solid or
fifty pound bnggaie carried free.
shooting
undsys. Pare fcou one way $3.50 round trip:
0. A 3. train leaves Pes .folnes, N, . for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the of laws which by discipline can be
holes.
'
oi'th at 4:38 a. m,
Only permissible explosives to be
Mines That Suspended
and Mines used.
M.
F.
VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDMAN,
WILLIAMS,
That Resumed Work.
In all mines employing ten or more
Q. P. Agent,
V. P. 4 G. M.,
Superintendent,
The following mines
suspended men
underground all shots to be inoperations during the past fiscal year
spected and loaded by competent shot
for the reasons stated:
and ignited by mechanical de
Anthracite mine, No. 3 opening, firers,
or
vices
by shot firers after all other
area
Madrid, N. Mex., Developed
Shot
persons have left the mine.
worked out.
to have full legal authority to
firers
N.
Lower Peacock mine, Madrid,
all misplaced holes.
Mex. Cqal too low; inside haulage condemn
Severe penalties to be imposed by
too long.
law for abusing any shot firer by inTo El
Bisbee, Douglas
Sugarite mine, Raton, N. Mex.
or assault
C and allPaso,
MexNew
in
Lease expired; reverted to owners; nuendo, abusive language,
points
because he has condemned any shot
NEW
resume.
Pacific
will
and
via
to
Mexico
the
Coast,
ico, Arizona,
hole in performance of official duty.
The following mines resumed opera
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
At least three rescue helmets, of
tions: Gray mine. Capitan, N. Mex.;
type, to be kept in constant
approved
Brilliant mine, Brilliant, N. Mex.
readiness and in good condition at all
Coke Production.
mines employing 2.1 or more men un
The demand for coke was restrict
derground.
ed by lack of progressive conditions
Increased care for his own safety
at the smelting works of the South
re
on the miner;
western States and Territories and made compulsory
examine and keep
that
he
quirement
Mexico, due to a stagnant copper mar
his place well timbered at all times
ket, and the outlook is not bright for
and be satisfied with a smaller tonincreased activity during the ensuing
To offset the lessened output,
That the coke manufacturing nage.
year.
ROUTE
the price paid for mining should be
industry in Now Mexico exhibits a
memora
increased to make
healthy condition is demonstrated by
mine
all
within
of
the
andum
in
shown
the increased production
and
conditions
found,
dangerous
the table below. AVhile a greatly in
creased consumption of coke can not should record it in a book kept for the
For rates and full information address
be reasonably anticipated for the near purpose near the mouth of the mine.
Fire Bosses Should Be Required
future, a permanent demand for the
& p- Shot firers should keep a record of
product of all the ovens now erected
Paso Texas.
in Ne w Mexico may be considered dangerous, condemned shot holes,
with the name and number of miner.
assured.
For a continuation of such dangerous
Coal mining by machinery does not
practices the miner should be disapiiear to gain in favor with the
miners and operators of New Mexico charged.
All nonfatal accidents to be reportMore machines were in use ten years
ed to the mine inspector each month,
ago than have been in use recently as well as all fatal accidents.
One reason for this condition is the
Frequent nonfatal accidents indicate
difficulty in getting skilled labor. Many
in care and discipline.
If they
laxity
of the most experienced
operators
claim there is little, if any, profit in are reported an'l measures are taken
acmachine mining over hand mining. for their prevention, more serious
Where coal is very hard or tough, or cidents may be avoided.
A tentative draft of the many neceswhere coal is so low that undermin
amendmenis and additions to the
sary
ing by hand work makes too large TTnited
States Geological Survey, with
a percentage of slack, undercutting by
that such laws
In other the recommendation
machine
is preferable.
States the use of coal mining ma be presented for passage by Congress.
Bernalillo County.
chines is growing, and it would appear
From the several remnants of the
at first sight that mining by machine
had advantages over manual labor. coal measures found in various parts
but after years of experiment the num. of Bernalillo county and in adjacent
ber of coal mining machines in New counties it is evident that the greater
Mexico has certainly not increased part, if not. all of its area, once conDuring the past fiscal year, 4 Good tained workable coal seams.
Antonio Sedillo Grant.
man and 2 Sullivan
ma
On the Antonio Sedillo grant three
were
chines,
by
electricity,
operated
AT
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
in use intermittently at the mine3 of coal seams outcrop, but only the midCITY OFFICE IN
the Stag Canyon Fuel Company, at dle one is thick enough to be worked.
Dawson, N. Mex. The quantity of coal A slope has been driven on this to a
was 20,555,55 depth of 3o feet. The seam dips about
mined by machines
NKW MEXICAN
26 degrees.
tons.
Tocco Mine.
At the Carthage Fuel Company's
Several openings have been made
OR
mines at. Carthage, N. Mex., Sullivan
in small seams of coal in calcareous
puncher machines were used intermitshales and limestones on the southtently; the quantity of coal mined by
them was 1,233.07 tons.
The total eastern flank of the Sandia Mountain
but the only one from which
reported tonnage of coal mined in the Range,
coal
is
marketed
is the Tocco.
Territory by machines was 21,788.62.
Colfax County.
Pneumo-electri- c
puncher machines
Colfax County again leads in the
were used by the St. Louis, Rocky
of coal in New Mexico,
production
Mountain
durPacific
and
company
before the Territorial Supreme Court
of the fiscal year with 73.28 per cent of the total output
the
latter
ing
part
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M in
some of the entries of the mine of the Territory. The gross output was
at Van Houten, N. Mex., but the ton- 2,413,499. t;o tons, an increase of
PROBERT & COMPANY
tons, or 13.42 per cent over the
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
nage mined was not recorded sepInvestments
gross product of the preceding fiscal
arately.
Lards, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
year. Of the total output, 13,729 tons
Recommendations.
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley,
Money Loaned for Investors
I have frequently recommended that were used in operating the mines,
Santa Fe,
Estancia,
tons of unwashed coal and slack
We have for sale general stocks of more stringent laws be passed which
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Retail Lumber Yard would make every person in and were sent to the coke ovens, and
Merchandise,
Attorneys-at-Latons of coal were shipped
and other Business
about a mine subject to prosecution
Opportunities
The total value of coal
WILLIAM McKEAN
and punishment for any breach of dis- - to market.
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
shipped to market wa3 $1,917,421.09.
Attorney-at-LaThe production of coke was 397,192.10
New Mexico.
Taos,
Mining and Land Law.
tons, an increase of 12,347.80 tons over
New Mexico.
Taos.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
the preceding fiscal year. "The value
of the county's coal products in the
C. W. G. WARD
and
Veterinary Physician
Surgeon.
fiscal year $3,107,386.71.
Territorial District Attorn jy
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
In the first four months of the fisFor San Miguel and Mora Counties College of Chicago.
cal year some of hte larger mines
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
were operated little more than half
Dentistry a Specialty
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
time on account of lack of demand
A
Office: Chas. Closaon's Barn.
Attorneys-at-Lafor the product, but during the last
Day Phone Black 9.
six months the demand has kept the
rraxice in tae Distrit Court as
Might Phone, Main 134.
off one's shoulders-fro- m the change
well asefore the Supreme Court of
mines constantly employed, dearth of
coffee to
the territw.
miners tending to keep down the proIf you want anything on eartn try
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. a New Mexican Want Ad.
duction.
Dawson is the largest
E.
ABBOTT
camp in the Territory. The gross proAttorh,y-at-Laduction of its mines for the fiscal year
Practice in the NxHstrict and Su
was 1,185,962.60 tons, an increase of
preme Courts.
89,851.60 tons, or 8.19 per cent over
Prdy)t and careful
IP
Many fail to appreciate how
attention given to all bigness.
the preceding year.
much of a load coffee is until
Santa Fe.
Xow Mexico
The Van Houten Vnines were operate
off
and
it
leave
try
they
ed 252 days during the fiscal year;
CONVENTION FARES 4
P03tUlll.
HARRY D. MOULTON
total output, 659,324 tons; amount
VIA
used in operating the mine, 3775 tons;
With the coffee handcap reNEW MEXICO CENTRAL
amount of unwashed slack and coal
RAILROAD J
comes
the
moved there
Attorney-at-Lashipped to coke ovens at Gardiner, N.
To
step, clear eye and alert
springy
Mex., 101,320 tons; net product of coal
Los Armeies, Cal,
$49.15
brain of better health
shipped to market, 552,974 tons; averOakland, Cal.
$50.90
age price per ton at the mine, $1.17;
Santa Fe, N. M.
San Francisco, Cal.
$50.90
total value of coal shipped to market,
is
ON SALE
Increase of gross produc$646,979.58.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
tion over preceding fiscal year,
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
APRIL, 18, 19 and 20, 1911
tons. In addition to the coal
Return Limit, June 30, 1911
v
tons of coke was produced,
45,079
sold,
G. W. PRICHARD
For full particulars call at
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
having a value of coal and coke proAttorney and Counsellor at Law
Battle Creek, Mich.
duced, $913,056.69.
UNION DEPOT or' Gen'l. Office
Practice in all the District Court
McKlnley County.
and gives Special attention to cases
McKlnley county ranks second ol

0

acific

Company.

Railway

1

111

d

M--

counties of New j
Mexico, credited with 22.40 per cent
of the gross production of the Territory. The gross production of this
county for the fiscal year was 737,924,-7tons, an increase of 110,548.45 tons
over the preceding year. The amount
used in operating the mines was
tons; net product shipped to market, 721,050.75 tons; total value of coal
shipped to market, $1,262,747.31.
Rio Arriba County.
The coal mines of Rio Arriba
cnuntv were in a cnmnarativelv dornr onnrtitinn Hrl
tfco naot fiscal
year. The total coal production of
the county was 13,850 tons, or 4,071
tons more than in the preceding year.
Sandoval County.
There are several outcrops and exposures d coal in Sandoval county
on the northern uplift of the Sandia
Mountains.
San Juan County.
A large part of the area embraced in
San Juan county ia underlain by thick
These
beds of subbituminous coal.
coal measures extend from a point 40
miles south of Gallup, to the Colorado
line ajid beyond.
San Miguel County.
Considerable prospecting for coal
places
has been done at divers
throughout the cdunty during the past
15 years, but thus far the developments have failed to produce coal in
sufficient quantity to warrant the installation of transportation facilities,
and the mines have not shipped any
of the product to market.
-
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WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo

g

DLDr.

UNION DEPOT.

3

802,-67-
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Like

Dropping

Load

Postum

ROUND-TR-

well-mad-

.

I
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.

A.

"There

L

a Reason"

coal-minin- g

6

drug stores. Write for free book for
expectant mothers.
BEADFIELD EEGTJLATOB CO.,

Atlanta,

Ga.

cluded with the production given Tip- per Peacock mine.
The Upper Peacock mine is opened
ov a sl0Pe 750 feet in length, sunk
"l'on the coal seam on same dip. j
Rooms ar turned off the main slope
every 50 feet. The room necks are
i0 feet in length, driven across the
back entries or air courses before
widening out; width of room necks,
nine feet; length of rooms. 300 feet;
width of rooms 25 feet: distance of
room centers. 50 feet.
The coal is shot off the solid, 30,- 500 pounds of black nowder
beinc
used in the Cerrillos bituminous mine
operations during the year. The shot
holes are supposed to be stemmed or
tamped with fire clay gathered in the
rooms.
One fire boss is employed to inspect the mines before the men enter.
The mine is equipped with a
steam boiler,
and two
hoisting engines (one 1
and one
The mine operated 259 days during
the year; average number of miners
employed, 30; day men, including drivers, timbermen, and all others undernaground not digging coal, seven;
tionality of persons employed underground, Italians, 35 per cent; Spanish-speakinnative of New Mexico, 25 per
cent; Slavonians, 10 per cent; negroes, five per cent: other
people , 25 per cent, 98 per
cent of whom could write, as indicated by signatures to vouchers. Average number of men employed outside of the mine, eight; nationality,
j

j

j

;

smelter of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company are operated all of the
Black and smaller sizes are shipped
y wagon to tne works of the company
a"d used for steam purposes. During
the past fiscal year there has been
comparatively little done at these
metal mines and but little demand for
the product of the coal mine.
The mine is owned by the estate of
Leonard Lewisohn and operated by
the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company.
Two coal seams are disclosed by the
The main slope is sunk
development.
t0 a depth of 350 feet on a
thre
feet thick, dipping 15 degrees. The
lower foot of the seam is bone and the
upper two feet is coal, with a strong
sandstone top. At a depth of 300 feet
in the slope a crosscut has been run
into the roof, showing nine feet of
strong sandstone, above which is another seam of coal five feet thick. The
lower foot of this coal seam Is 'bony,
with four feet of clean coal above;
strong sandstone roof. The principal
development has been on the upper
seam.

Santa Fe County.
The coal mines of Santa Fe county
have exhibited gratifying activity during the past fiscal year. The production, as reported by the mine operators' was 62,352 tons, an increase of
28,851.7 tons, or 86 per cent increase
over the estimated output for the preceding fiscal year. The demand for
the coal wa3 greater than the output,
A horse whim- is used for
haulage
limproduction being restricted by the
from the mine; ventilation natural,
scarca
and
mines
of
the
ited capacity
through second opening. System of
ity of miners.
working, single entry, room and pillar.
The major part of the coal producAverage number of men employed untion of this county is derived from the
derground, five; average number of
men, including drivers and all
mines at Madrid, N. Mex., where both
A bituminous
coals are
underground not digging
coal, two; one man employed outside.
found within a few hundred feet of
All employed are natives of New Mexeach other in the same coal seam.
one
ico of Spanish-speakindescent, and
Eight coal seams, ranging from
could write, as shown by signatures to
foot four inches to five feet five inches
in thickness, have been shown by Spanish-speakinnatives, 75 per cent; vouchers. The mine was operated two
people, 25 per cent, hundred and twenty days; producshafts and drill holes, but the princi English-speakinof whom could write. Total out tion 3,638.7 tons, a decrease of 863.3
the
all
been
upon
has
development
pal
Lucas or White Ash seam and upon put, 24,139 tons; amount used in oper- tons from the preceding year; price
the Cook and White seam, the larger ating the mine 550 tons; 4.3S1 tons per ton at the mine, $1.50; total value
were used in operating the anthracite of product, $5,458.05.
seams in the field.
mine and the railroad between the
Cerrillos Anthracite Mine.
Sierra County.
mines at Madrid and the Atchison,
as
the
known
Coal Is known at several places in
This mine, formerly
Waland Santa Fe railroad at
Sierra county on the plains on the
Lucas mine, is located at the town of Topeka
do, N. Mex., three miles distant; net
eastern slope of the Caballo mounMadrid, N. Mex., in T. 14 N., R. 7 E.,
to
19,208
shipped
market,
tains. Several prospect shafts and
New Mexico principal base and meri- product
tons; approximate price per ton at the one or two diamond-drill
holes were
dian. The mine is operated by the Al- mine
$1.85; total value of output,
sunk to prove the value of the field,
buquerque and' Cerrillos Coal Comof
Increase
(estiproduction
s
but the coal bearing rock strata are
anthracite coal is
pany. A
mated) over tonnage for preceding so much disturbed, broken, or eroded
produced, the demand for which ex fiscal year, 3,008 tons.
that in every instance development
ceeds the present capacity of the
All sizes, from slack to lump, are
work was soon stopped.
mine. A new slope is being sunk,
towns
coal
is
The
sold
in
the
shipped.'
known as No. 4 slope, which has at- of New Mexico and' in the El Paso
Socorro County.
tained a depth of 1,450 feet; average market, the product of the mines beCoal mining in Socorro county was
dip, 15 degrees; this slope will devel- ing shipped over the Atchison, Topeka not as prosperous during the fiscal
op a hitherto unproven area and add and Santa Fe railroad.
year as the capacity of the mines
considerably to the life of the mine,
would warrant. Total output, 60,185.-7Lewisohn Mine,
as the development thus far inditons, a decrease of 5,579.74 tons
The
Lewisohn
mine is located in the
cates. System of mining: Rooms are
SW.
N. from the production of the preceding
SE.
the
SW.
the
on
turned off main slope alternately
SE.
NE. 4 sec. fiscal year.
and the S.
,
either side, 50 feet apart; the room
9
T.
13
New
Mexico
N.,
31,
E.,
princiA Reliable
necks are driven 75 feet, crossing
Medicine
A NARNOT
pal base and meridian. The new slope
manways and air courses parallelel to is in
COTIC.
NE.
sec.
the
SW.
T.
13
32,
the
main slope, before widening
Mrs. F. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says:
N. R. 9 E. The mine is about 16 miles
"Our little boy contracted a sever
rooms; width of rooms, 25 feet; length from San Pedro. The
lump coal is bronchial trouble and as the doctor':
of rooms. 400 feet. The coal is shot
hauled by wagon to Clark station on medicine
did not cure him, I gave hin
off the solid, 33,000 pounds of black
the Santa Fe Central Railway, three
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
powder being used during the year. miles distant from
the mine, and is which I have great faith. It cured
The shot holes are stemmed or tampshipped by rail to Santa Fe, N. M., the cough as well as the choking and
ed with slack and coal cuttings, the and
to other points along the line of gagging spells, and he
got well in a
miners firing their own shots.
the
Fe Central Railway, where short time. Foley's Honey and Tar
Santa
273
days
The mine was operated
it is sold for domestic purposes. It is Compound has many times saved us
during the past fiscal year; number of also sold to inhabitants of near-bmuch trouble and we are never with- 30;
underground,
miners employed
towns in the
and
out it in the house." Sold by all
district,
includnumber of men underground,
when the gold and copper mines, and diuggists.ing drivers, timbermen, and all others
not engaged in digging coal, 7; total
persons underground, 37. Nationality
Italo; those employed underground:
ians, 75 per cent; negroes, 15 per
cent; other English speaking people,
10 per cent. Ninety per cent of the
negroes, and all others employed underground, could write, as shown by
Three men
signatures to vouchers.
Spanish-speakinwere employed
outside,
natives of New Mexico, all
SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
of whom could write. Total output,
LOS
ANGELES,
OAKLAND,
34,575 tons, consisting of all sizes,
April, 18, 19, 20,
from slack to
April, 18, 19, 20,
lump, and all shipMav. 12. 13. 14.
ped to market; average price per ton
May, 12, 13, 14,
at the mine, $3.30; total value of coal
shipped, $114,097.50. The increase of
tonnage over the tonnage (estimated)
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
for the preceding fiscal year was
tons. The demand exceeded the
One way via Portland or Seatle, April, 18, 19, 20,
production. The mine is equipped with
May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31.
a
hoist; aruexhaust fan,
double, seven feet diameter, furnishes
Is
ventilation. The escape way
throught the old workings of No. 3
1911
opening. This escape way is not approved second opening, but it is intended to sink another slope farther
to the south, which will be connected
with No. 4 slope by a cross entry
Colonist Tickets on Sale Until April 10, 191 1
f"om the bottom of the two slopes.
.
Cerrillos Bituminous Mines.
The Cerrillos bituminous mines are
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
operated by the Albuquerque and Cerrillos Coal company. Included in the
H.
production of these mines are the outS. LUT Z, Agent.
put of the Lower and Upper Peacock
M.
mines and the White Ash mine. The
Santa Fe, N.
Lower and Upper Peacock mines are
upon the same coal seam-- which' lies
about 24 feet belo.w the White Ash
seam. The Lower and Upper Peacock I
mine openings are about 2,600 feet
apart. All three mines are situated
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas- at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
in T. 14 N. R. 7 E., New Mexico prinbetweaa Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished to acsengers
Thickness Roswell, N. M.a connecting with the commodate
cipal base and meridian.
any number of passengv
of coal seam, about two feet to two El
& Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with am
Paso
feet seven inches; dip of seam, 15 de- land Railroads and the
Atchison, To- train at Vaughn, also to connect with
grees; character of coal, bituminous.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torpeka
been
The Lower Peacock mine has
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comopened by a main drift entry acros3 rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. m
,
municating with Manager of the Rosthe dip for a length of 2,100 feet. The Leavea Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- well Auto Co., at Roswell, N.
M., at
mine is ventilated by a furnace. Oper- rive In
least 21 hours In advance. Rate fo'
Vaughn at 6 p. m.
was
ation of this mine
suspended
Baggage allowance f 60 lbs. to special, $40, to accomodate four or
March 18, 1910, because of the cost
each
regular ticket, excess baggage fewer passengers to either point
of mining so small a seam and transso
far
underground.
porting the coal
The production from this mine Is in- g

EAST

English-speakin-

WEST

EUGENE FOX,

It is the nature of women to suffer
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
f eart that accompany the bearing of
child-eMotherhood is their crowning giory, and they brave its sufferings for the Joy that children bring.
No expectant mother need suffer,
however, during the period of wait
she
nor
feel that
is in danger when baby comes, Vf Mother's Friend is used
ing,
in, preparation of the event.
Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
system for a proper and natural
ending of the term, and it assures
f 01 her a ulclc an4 Complete reCOV

16,-87- 4

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
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'$49.15

$50.90

21,-97- 5

$68.35

Return Limit, June 30th and July 31st,

$25.00

ONE WAY
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All The

Way
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1

J W. STOCKARD, manager
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Hotel Arrivals.

I

of
Ancient Form
in
Palace.
Iceland at Last Revealed to Rank
George A. Campb'll, Albuquerque;
Outsiders.
Charles A. Carruth, Antonito; Mr. and
v
Mrs. C. II . Smith, Itavenport,
Iowa;
During recent years public interest Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Frank, Albuquerme remind you that the nineteenth in any and every really valuable form que; James Goss,
Chicago; Charles
has increased very Waddles, St. Joseph, Mo.
has to its credit the conquer- - of
century
I
NOTES.
W. C. T. II.
ing of just such wrongs hoary with largely, and on that account it will be
the ages, fortified
by conventional a matter of the greatest surprise to me
Montezuma,
sanction, and fostered by the strong- - if the true merits of "Gilma," the par- W. M. McCoy, MountainairF L
Prohibition
The
the
Globe
nature.
human
est passions of
ticular form of
by
that has Edtninster, City;'c 1). Campbell
Belting the
moral achievements of that actually been practiced in Iceland
Biplane.
former; S. r' Simpson. Kansas
mark the total banishment of nary one thousand years, does not A G Miller Los AiilvI.-s' C ' A Car
The American Advance is glad to
Vr
'
,
cannibal-- when once known b(lf.ome
present to its readers the following. dueling, slavery, polygamy,
g;nrally ruth Antont0. j. g,f,ddard Rorhes- recognized, for, as has been proven on ter, Ind.- J. R. Dojghtv
El
introductory installment ot a notaoie is.ii, juuenes, eauiuuuB, i
,
... I'aso.
hp
f ir rr- - i
PntintPQS npfainnfl it iu at
sketch of the world aspects of the ai:J religious controversies.
Prohibition movement, written by the
and
Denver; J. IV YeWerton. Wash- cenJf
Rev. Clarence True Wilson, D. D., Na- that giant
cacious of all exercises.
ington, D. C; M. A. Castle, Denver;
next
crisis,
win
must
the
great
tional Field Secretary of the Temper- tury
I.awr-ih-oJBut
W.
up to the present time the an
Kas.; Ben
-Bailey,
Al
ance Society of the Methodist Episco- deliverance from the bondage to
of State and cient pastime of my countrymen has Floyd, Robertson; Mrs. B. J. Camp- and
Soul,
of
cohol,
has
Body
This
world
survey
Church.
pal
re- jeaiousiy guarucu trom all for- - ueu, nazei campuen, jonet, ii:.
been brought down to the latest date Nation and the World. Apparent
cigners.
Indeed, the only occasion
but
been
have
they
cessions
made;
a
unique
by Dr. Wilson and affords
Coronado.
oro nr.iv'tho hnek draueht of the snent when strangers were allowed to wit birdseye view of the tremendous
K. Dankwette, Burlington, la.; M.
soon ness it during the whole of the last
4
?
size and scope of the Great Reform waves of the advancing tides,
Roach, Alamosa: M hunias, Vaughn;
overswept by mightier and farther century was when it was displayed
at the present time.
5
'V "V
fore King Christian IX of Denmark at A. B. Honnold, Estain ia; E. Davis,
waves.
when
he
City.
visited
Iceland
Thingvellir,
The Need of World Vision.
Prohibition is a World Movement.
men
I have stood on the wharf and in 1S74, and then only two
Capita!,
The evil it aims to remove is world
took part the present Rev. Sigurour
Peper Hodscher, Esinncia, N. Mex;
wide in extent and as old as the hu- watched the incoming tide sweeping
majestically, but chips dropped right Gunnarsson, of Stykkisholm, and the N A. Hypes, Dcs Moines, Iowa: J. H.
a.
man race.
off the wharf would be caught in the Rev. Laru3 Halldorsson. of Reykjavik. Turner, Mazatlan, M. .; h. Friedman.
characA sensitive, excitable nature
But times change, and thus today, Mackay; S. Bunyon, Dnrango. Colo.;
counter current and slowly borne out
terizes all animal life, and man, with in the opposite direction until they even in far away
Iceland, where news C. O. Randeles, Coshocton
Ohio;
an animal basis, is exceedingly sus- Coat into
the main current again and from the outside world is slow to' Thomas King and wife, Coshocton,
must
which
to
excitement,
ceptible
movement
become
the
forward
of
part
creCp in, we have at last recognized Ohio; David Rick and wife, Moriarty,
come either through the physical be of
the general tide. There are many tnat no g00(j purpose is being served! N. Mex A. B. I.michez Host .in
ing, the mental nature, or the moral discouraged
workers bv still keping S(.r(H our ancient Mass.; Dan Lonchez. Hostm Mass.temperance
and spiritual capabilities; and the
. - . . .
...
rtf tViait.
torm or
the knowledge of F. T. Milroy, Albuqui
Mrs J
II tiAi
downward tendency of human nature
counor
seen
the
town,
county
state,
valuaDle
which
it
subcellar
is
ln
H.
the
in
though
excitement
every
Ingle, Chicago, III: .1 D Liet Den- is to seek
VIEWS
LA
ON
BAJADA
ROAD
believed
SOUTH OF SANTA FE
HILL,
ter currents moving out, and
,,,,,, -- .:xpnsit,(;Il
T F
mugt nece8aary play .sec. VI CoIo
day
of its being, and the biggest task we
Taken Two Saturday's Ago When the Albuquerque Party Made Pleasure
was
tide
of
that
the
setting
destiny
On City, i9'5: J. A (iambi.
Qnd flddle ,n gcientific warf
Pueblo
have is to get folks to move upstairs. out
Trip to This City Over Scenic Highway.
against the great reform. What
For people of every clime and age they need for encouragement is a that account, therefore, I feel no Colo.; Joe Wilson a.i wife, Ohio;
in
of
E
the
secrets
Miss
R.
L.
this
divulging
Harris
Wilson, Ohli;
have found methods of gratifying
world vision of the triumphing tem- qualms
this form of
which has and wife, Person Chihuahua, Mex.; J.
lower propensity with intoxicants. perance forces in World Movements.
been practiced in Iceland since 1100, I). Walton,
Oklahoma City, Okli.;
The Hindu chews his betel nut and
A survey of history, such as Daniel when
my country was a republic. It'Domican McHan, Hodges, X. Mex.; J.
pepperwort; the Indian of the Andes
gives in "The Liquor was not then limited to the platform Durling, Albuquerque; W. M. Breman,
his quid of coca leave3, reveling in Problem of All
Ages," will surprise nor to any
for Alamosa, Colo.; Nellie Jackson, Alb its narcotic delirium, or the thorn apspecial occassion,
" r
6
he
whose
intoxication
under
imag
the land from the country Quel que; James
ple,
Z
throughout
Albuquer
i a a anrt
oH
lllflfi'
ile
coma
nam&
d
ines that he communes with the spir leal
c
que; Mrs. Loraine, Albuquerque;
"
to
",u"".6
V'.
prevent
applying'1"""
expediencies,
.
was a daily- exercise in which men
...
its of his deceased progenitors lnei
.,
mat we are comuauusi
Kamchatkan obtains intoxication from ieai remedies
- t00K Part; but there is no note of discourtoday
n rnicrnrtia
mnctimnm
prnwill? in
The essential idea of this Islandic
to the true reformer in any
that cold climate, which dried andj ajement
is to enable the
of these facts; neither the universali form of
to
similar
effects
preserved produces
MONEY AND METALS.
continuance. weaker to hold up their own with the
ty of evil, its
The Seminoles of Florida the proneness to err thereby, or the stronger, and T arn not
alcohol.
Xew York, N. Y., Auril 1. Call monexaggerating
drank a tea made of a species of holly insistent claims and apparent triumph when I say that, if she will take the ey nominal, Prime mercantile paper
I
tree which incited them to great and of the workers of iniquity for, as the trouble to learn some of the tricks 4fZ4
Mexican dollars
AmalThe North
savage undertakings.
Sugar lis
bid; Atpagan would say, "Whom the gods and hitches of "Gilma," even a woman gamated G?,
chison 109
American Indians chiefly relied upon would destroy, they first make mad,"
Great Northern, pfd.
of
possessed
only
ordinary strength 120
The ancient inhabitants of or ts the Christian would put it, lhe wiu be
tobacco.
Xew York Central Hi?; North
able to defend herself against
ern Pacific
Sweden used a beer brewed from a wiath of man shall
123
106;
Reading
thee,
and:and
praise
overcome
an
opponent
possessed
Southern Pacific 176.VS; steel 77
plant of great intoxicating power. The tne remainder oi wratn snait tnou of far
Jogreater
physical
strength
mescal bean is used by certain Amer- n&train."
119.
hannes Josefsson in the April Strand. pfd.
ican Indians as a short cut to ruin.
Xew York, April 1. Lead and cop
to
for
be
law
seems
This
the
the
The negroes of the south are being
per, nominally
Silver
unchanged;
of great evils; they do their A CLOCK MADE OF
victimizel by cocaine. Tea, when ex- icmoval
52
Some
and
are
then
worst,
suppressed.
ODDS
AND
ENDS.
tensively used with strong decoctions, think
WOOL MARKET.
slavery was overthrown purely
has been known to produce positive
St. Louis, Mo., April
Wool, unthe growth of morals. But It Took James Gibbs Sevn Years to
through
while
among savage
intoxication,
changed; Territory and western med- Getting Sight of Albuquerque Visitors From Top of La Bajada Hill, eighteen
will show that it was never
history
is
In
and
a
Wonder
stimuhad
Complete
tribes, cruder compounds
iums 1922; fine mediums
Miles South of Santa Fe.
until both sides had shar1618;
Many Respects.
lating properties, resembling alcohol. suppressed
fine 1213.
in
ed
the
for
its
guilty
responsibility
Besides these the Turks, forbidden by
LIVESTOCK.
Tic TTnran ir Hrinlr tvItiis
A curious clock, designed and made
rinvA Innfr continuance; till it owned the nation,
in its pulpits dictated to its entirely hv mvself savs .Tamps fSihha C cmcago, April 1. Cattle Receipts
to
a
accustomed
been
hasheesh,
drug
Market steady. Beeves $5.25
PIa
sPke of in the April Strand, has taken me the 1300. Texas
Imn"le
extracted from the hemp of India; but'
6.90;
steers R505.S0; west
.., ........
its
1.;.
divine
.....
....
the
,
.4111.rights
through
Supreme;
moments of about seven years ern steers
opium, alcohol and tobacco are more
defied all decency and then spare
$4(54.80; stackers and
' '
'
to complete.
In addition to showing feeders $4 5.85; cows
'
extensively used than any other drugs. Court,
and heifers
on Sumpter.
Some think we
From mescal bean to hasheesh we fired
time of day and the seconds, as $5.25S6; calves
the
...''
,
$56.75;
have through hops, alcohol, opium freed Cuba through pure neighborli-ness- in an ordinary clock, it also shows the
Hogs
Market
Receipts 12,000.
and tobacco, a sort of graduated scale But I because it was right to do it. days of the week, days of the month
to
shade higher. Light $6.60
steady
think history will show that,
of intoxicants which
stimulate in
of
the year, and phases of the
6.95; mixed $6.356.80; heavy $6.15
with equally good reasons for doing it months
small doses and narcotize in larger.
6.65; rough
sooner, we let years drag their weary moon, besides striking the houis an l
$6.156.35; good to
An intoxicant from the cocoa bean
The wheels were all orig- choice heavy $6.356.65; pigs $6.50
over bleeding Cuba, until the
lengths
is used among 10,000,000 of the earth's impudent Spaniards sunk the Maine. inally of wood, but last summer I 90; bulk $6.40 6.65.
inhabitants, betel nut among
That fired the fuse. And the present changed some of them for others made
Sheep
Market
Receipts 1,500.
hemp or hasheeh among
The axles ate all steady.
Native $35.30; western
defiance, almost unlimited wealth and w'tn sheet brass.
opium among 500,000,000, to- power of the liquor traffic, with its skewers and the bearings are the eyes $3.2505.35;
yearlings $4.505.60;
bacco among 800,000,000, and alcohol dominance of
politics and corruption cut from brass hinges and let into the. lambs native $5fi6.35; western $5.20
of
millions.
hundreds
among
45.
of government, will lead to its sup- wooden frame.
Bootmakers' brads
The Record of the Nineteenth Century. pression as an act of
and are used in making divisions in the! Kansas City, April 1. Cattle Re- Market steady. Native
on the part of every days of the week, etc.; the hammer it ceipts 200But, lest someone should think what of
always has been will be forever, let Christian nation. Christian Advance. strikes with is part of a beer tap, and steers 15.40 6.60
southern
southern cows and heifers
the pendulum, cut from an old chest
ot drawers, swings on a steel spring i.i.wga.io; native cows and heifers
to bring a party of forty-fivU. S. ATTORNEY MORRISON
stockers
and
feeders
Mexi- obtained from a
The fo.ioffib.2b;
lady's corset.
WINS NOTABLE VICTORY. cans into the United States at Naco.
dates themselves are taken from an al- $4.755.90; bulls $4ffi5.25; calves $4fi
7.25; western steers $56.25; western
The aliens were rejected by the immi- manac.
The large hands and Roman cows
Suit of the United States Against gration officials and the matter refer$3.505.25.
carved oak, and the minare
figures
Grant Construction Company
Hogs
red to the United States attorney for
Market One of the Many Switchbacks Down La Bajada Hill, Showing
Receipts 2,000.
utes round the dial pieces of matches.
Splendid
to strong.
Bulk $6.25(f?6.75;
steady
Involving $45,000.
Arizona, who instituted a civil suit for The case is made of oak with
Engineering Work of Good Roads Commission.
exthe
heavy $6.406.55; packers and butchthe recovery of the penalties,
ception of the panels, which are wal- ers
U. S. District Atorney Joseph E.
light $6.7O6.S0;
"Attorneys for he defendants are: nut. I bought it in the rough plank Sheep,$6.456.75;
none.
who
for
makes
Arizona,
Morrison,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Stabbed Himself in the Heart BeBaker and Baker, and C. F. Struck-meye- r and worked it with the few tools I
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
his home at Bisbee, Arizona, and who
of Phoenix, and Isidore
cause
his wife left him five days ago
B.
lor
I
am
the
a
got
purpose.
butler,
SAFE MEDICINE FOR CHILDREN. (Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos Foris a graduate of St. Michael's College Dockweiler of Los
The lat- and have been in service all my life,
Angeles.
and went home to her mother in
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
and a son of Judge A. L. Morrison of ter was
est).
attorney for the contestants and know nothing of clock or cabinet i3 a safe and effective medicine for
Juarez, Aurio Rangel.'who had lost
this city, won a notable legal victory, in the
Department of the Interior,
Baldwin estate suit. making, so you can realize what an children as it does not
"Lucky"
contain opiates United States Land Office.
hope of ever inducing her to return,
according to the following from the Hon. J. E. Morrison, United States enormous amount of
perseverance has or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
committed suicide by stabbing himself
Bisbee Daily Review:
(Republication)
attorney for Arizona represented the been required.
Th eclock is a most Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15, 1911. j in the heart at the home of Mr. and
"The supreme court of the terri- government."
perfect timekeeper, and everything is low package. Sold by all druggists.
Notice is hereby given that the fol Mrs, Jose Rodriguez, 1016 South Stantory of Arizona at Phoenix yesterin thoroug working order.
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no- ton street, El Paso, yesterday.
Good results always follow the use
day affirmed the decision of the
WANTS QUOTATION ON
tice of his intention to make final
of the of Foley Kidney Pills.
lower court in the case
Thev pivo
60,000 ANGLE WORMS. proof in support of his claim under
unitea tares against me trrant crus. prompt relief in all cases of. kidney
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March TIMETABLE ALL
construction company, in wnica a ana madder disorders. Try them. Sold
Fort Collins. Colo., April 1 Secre 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
LOCAL TRAINS
judgment of $45,000 in favor of the by all druggists.
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Santa Fe, N. M., fare between Santa F and Torrance
office
foet B. M The t ruber must be
alien Mexicans under contract.
ing of the spawn to their surfaces
under regulations, copies of which
on the 6th day of May 1911. '
IN ONE DAY
is $5.80 and between Torrance and cut
"In November, 1909, Grant Brothers is called. After they have served this
with blank forms ot proposals
fured without knife or pain.
may be obRoswell $10.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Reserve seats on auto- tained from the Huperintundent of the
SKin cancers tio. mv
Construction Company of Los Angeles, purpose for one season's crop-theare
Indian
Uulce.
New
Mexico-thSchool,
cured.
43 years
Trinidad
curing cancer,
Apodaca, Crestino Ribera, mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
office of the Chief Supervisor, Indian
California, a concern engaged ln con- taken up and brought back again to be
23 years in Lot ni-l- ,
Kervice.RailroadBuiliHnir.
at Tlemroi.
filiation free. Dr. Hickok. 234 Pablo Gonzales.. Toribio Gonzales, En
pt"n5nrt Trlr rffl tfc Smitem Paci- - again piled and cleaned. From the
orado: or fnom the Commissioner of Indian
B!dt'., N. w. cor. 2nd
Bryw
If you want anything on earth try Affairs, Washington,
rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M,
ii
alleged-AprD . O, FRANK
Strand
(', Hours io S, Sun- PI K ROB, fllrst Assistant Secretary
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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a New Mexican Want Ad.

KOR RENT
House furnished
unfurnished.
I). L. Lowitzki.

te

e

j

or

WANTED
Positlo:: r,y !ady as
cannier or bookkeeper. Address P. O.
iinx :;.;l, Santa Fe, N. M.

j

j

e

i

j

-

V.

ZTflTlTLT

"t

KO!t RK NT A
furnished
house; Agua Fria Street. Large Tent
house; Don fiaspar Avenue. Apply J.

0

City-centur-

four-roo-

V.

.Mayes.

j

CAPITAL FOtt CORPORATIONS
for sale your industrial and tniii-instork issues for prompt action
v,iih Gordon il.ileolm
First
Co.,
Ntit'l. Hunk, Cincinnati, no advance
Phu--

-

'

,

r

-

fee.

j

'

.

ll

1

i

'

;

...

i

-

I

j

j

WANTED A good clerk. One to
clerk in a general store. Must be abln
to speak Spanish fluently and be a
salesman.
T. D.
Addres3,
lil.'KNS, Tierra Amarilla, N. M.

WANTED Ry a half million dollar
corporation, a man to sell advertising
novelties ;is a side line through State
New Mexico. Liberal commission,
Men with enemy should earn from
!?:' "ii to $20.00 a flay. BASTIAN
HKO.--.
Rochester, N. Y.

j

KENT House of seven rooms
and bath
Hot water heat; built in
buffet, china closet and book cases.
Three mantels.
Finished
in
hard
wood throughout.
Now occupied by
W. G. Sargent, possession .May
1st,
Apply E. F. Wittman.
I"'--

i

j

i-

i

1

1

,

-

REPORT

MARKET

e

age-lon- g

j

7

.

Pched

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.
FOR SALE.

Valuable

House and Lots in Las
Vegas, N. M.
npsirin.tr to chance mv residence
from I.as Vegas by reason of my
poor
tienitn, i offer to sell my house and
ois situated on the south side of the
park in said town.
The buildin? is 2 storv. built nf
stone, adapted for business, comprising rooms and backyards, with fixtures
tor electric lights and water pipes.
The rooms now occupied bring me a
monthly rent of $75.00.
I will sell the
premises for $6,500.
Terms: $3,000 paid in hand, and
$3,000 in one year, secured by mortgage of the premises.
Address al correspondence to
TRINIDAD ROMERO,, Sr.,
Las Vegas, N. M.
February 22nd, 1911,
A

j

-

:

j
'

I

'

'

V

"'

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma
."o. 1, A. F.

half-hour-

Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

,

e

I

self-respe-

-

7.30.

H. H. DORMAN,
CHAS.

E. LLN'NEY, Secretary.

st-e- rs

;

Santa Fe Chapter No.
RA. M. Regular

:

1,

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,

e

j

Lodge
& A. M.

Coronado Cafe

j

r

;::z;i:r ;
2

4

1--

4

ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

i

rpi

5y nto Trt ftAM.

j

conclave

fourth

Mon-

masonic

Han at 7:30

D.

m

CHAS. A. WTtS-PW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

nv t r

Santa
Fe Lodge of
Perfection
No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of parh mnmh
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa

j

Fe Lodge

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holds

30,-00-

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of
each
Wednesday

J. D. SENA,

month. Visiting brothers are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER.
Exalted Ruler,

Secretary.

c

cross-examin- e

a

7843-0371-

2

4

4

Independent Order ot Beavers.
Ilm Mo an j r n hnMu
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
nrst and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.
Santa Fa

EDWARD C. BURKE!

,

rwt

r-

.

!Liif-jt".-

il

ii

-

C. J. NEIS.

President

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No. 2879.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman.
Meets Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
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WAS HE ALSO KIDNAPPED.
Clovis for some two ars before leav- he could handle himself, and his horse
the legislators that it was illegal for
them to ask the state to repay them
ing there last fall l go to Amarillo, with the balance of them. He was
CITY TOPIC
(Continued From Page One.)
Texas, v'as killed in his brother's sa- taken south of Ias ('races Into the
for tips to Pullman porters or waiters
loon at Amarillo on last Thursday heavy bosque land at the edge of the
on th dining cars. Incidentally he
is
horse
included
in
his
Brazito
where
the "county added that theycould not expect the
afternoon.
bogged attorney
grant,
Good Clean Pictures at the Elks' and the balance of the crowd left him. or territorial offices," who hold over state to pay them $7 a
day when en
Santa Fe, X. M., April 1
Rosenthal finally drifted back to Las until the first state election under the route to Denver.
always.
They"raust be in sesThe weather for New Mexico
Lecture on Pilgrims' Progress At Cruces about 6 o'cloc k the next morn- provisions of the enabling act.
sion, at the capital in order to get this
is generally fair tonight with
the Presbyterian church tomorrow ing, minus hat and gloves, with his
Is a Free Man.
$7.
warmer weather in. northeast
and
to
the reg- leggins and coat badly damaged
evening at 6:30 in aiMition
William H. Lewis, who served a
portion. Sunday fair.
ular exercises, the Christian Kndeavor his face scratched by the tornillo sentence of 18 months in the territo- HABITUAL DRUNKARDS ARE
GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS,
lecture on bushes.
Society will have a
rial penitentiary for forgery, was reTO BE STERILIZED.
1911 Wall Paper can be had at
ONION SETS
Prohibition for Demlng The Dent- leased today. He is from Alamogordo.
"Pilgrim's Progres.-.- " illustrated by-Dee Moines, la., April 1. With only
forty highly colored views represent- ing Headlight came out last week as
thirteen opposing votes the Iowa
New and Interesting Krogram ai me
the progress o' Christians fromian advocate of nrnhiliitinn. and in its VANADIUM MINES AT
'
house of representatives passed the
25c
Dz.
Nice
Elks' Sunday night.
the City of Destriu mi to the New columns was a petition signed by
CUTTER CLOSE DOWN. bill to give the officers of state institu
Sheriff
Tax
be
will
free
Poll
ises
ext-Deputy
The
Jerusalem.
Collecting
prominent citizens of both parties
tions" authority to sterilize habitual
Seferino Baca is busily engaged col- - to an.
asking the election of citizens of both
The mines of the Vanadium Mines criminals, drunkards, Idiots, drug
&
Fish Received
New Building for Bank l lie first parties on the city ticket. The idea
lecting the poll tax tor scnooi pminsana, and
Company at Cutter, Sierra county, will fiends, the hopelessly
poses :md he has already collected a state Bank of Las ( "ices, recently or- 0f Doming going dry, and electing a be closed down and the 75 employes other classes of state wards whom the
ticket is a little too much of the company will be thrown out of authorities regard it as in the interWe are receiving killed to order dry
good sum.
ganized by Fay Slurry , Hugh Clary
Please excuse us till we have
A Simple, Compact Gasoline Engine an(i Colonel W. A. Fleming Jones, has for us.
work, according to W. A. Bointz, of est of the state to deprive of the
a hen,
picked poultry twice a week,
which is extremely powerful is adver- - purchased the properly of Theodore had time to catch our breath. West-tisePittsburg, Pa., vice president and gen- hope of progeny. Representative Eli
ARE
FINE.
THEY
in the new advertisement for jtouault and son cm the corner of em Liberal.
'',..
eral manager of the company, who Perkins, of Delaware county framed
spring, broiler, or a turkey
to be used for
Frank Cormley today and the price jiain and Griggs
Yes, Why? The Liberal asked ,the was in El Paso Friday morning, ac the measure, which is based on the
a kank building site. It has been
quoted is very low. Read the ad.
clerk of the school board where the
by H. Poillon of New York, Indiana statute of similar character.
Retreat Beginning .,orted that the bank wjn erect a two lists of the poll tax payers were post- - companied
Days'
the manager of the mining company
Phone No.4.
Phone No. 4.
the
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ed, and was told that no lists had at. Cutter. The rpnsnn for closing
been posted.
Rev. Father Ueraches, will conduct a oot frontag on jiain street.
The clerk further ex-- down the mine is not that the mine
Connections made with Automobile
three days' retreat, at St. Catherine's
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Bea and PutrlaiT1 Acquitted "Not plained that there was nothinfe In it is not productive but that a bit of
for the larger pupils of the in- - Eunty," was the: vei iiict announced af- - in being a member of the school board pleasantness has arisen between the Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Ros
stitution.
ter some two noun- - deliberation last simply a lot of kicking and a lot of iand company at Cutter and the mines well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosBox Rents A red sign in the post evening by the jury at Socorro in the cursing the members got for not do- - company.
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
'office calls attention to box rents be-- case 0f Mounted Policeman Beal and ing their duty. The Liberal sympa- Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The'
It
COLORADO
STATE AUDITOR
fare between Santa F and Torrance
ling due. Those who have not paid Putnam, charged' with murder for the thized with the clerk of the school
!will find their rented boxes closed, killing of Charles Clark, a saloon board, and then went away and .wonSTOPS CMALL GRAFT. is' $5.80 and between Torrance and
iThat is the postal regulation which keeper at Mogollou. The evidence dered why a man wanted the job,' TnVer, Colo., April 1. Colorado Roswell $10. Reserve seat3 on autoA HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERhas to be followed by postal officials, generally went o indicate that Clark would work to be elected,on ana men legislator are having a hard time try mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
me joo, lng to get money on expense accounts
i
will be- had his rifle in, his hand during tne would not work at ail
YEAR
SALLY
EACH
OBSERVED
ro...;.
a
aaaiuii wmmji Tnmnrrnw....
answer yet filed for thlr
not found
If you want anything oa earth try
trips to Denver. Ye
Passion Sunday, and is a day of great conference in the raioon immediately He has does he willthetell
When he
you WestCatholic previous to the killing.
General Griffith told a New Mexican Want Ad.
in the Roman
Attarny
devotion
ttriay
ern
Girl
Liberal.
Your Last Chance to see the
churches The story of the Passion
Picture
of the Mountains a. .he Elks tonight.
Introductory Prices on
of Our Lord is read by the priest for
are being advertised in this
aw
vourse
framing
Lecture
iciustjiueina
services
the
and
of
the
day
the
gospel
it
PARTICULARLY SLUED FOR THE OCCASION
being made for a scries of three lec- issue by the Santa Fe Trail Curio Co.,
are very impressive.
tures to be given by professors of the as well as Easter cards and novelties.
H.
W.
Well Driller Burns Hands
and U
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
Mexico in their ex- Read the ad.
on the night shift on University of New
a new
If You Are Contemplating
Ollvi "r icilll a liu sci wim iui ijuuiatHi wiiaiut uiwvnva, u Mabray, a driller
tension work and under the auspices
Cumberland
at
Harry Wagner's rig
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS,
of the Woman's Board of Trade. They roof for any building, read the Interwas
severely
City, Chaves county,
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
of esting ad" in this issue for the Santa
the latter
burned on the hands and face last will be heard here will be part
Fe Hardware and Supply Co., who can
Dr.
E.
first
month.
The
the
by
WORTHY VOIR BEST FRIENDS
night when a large quantity of gaso- McQueen Gray on "Macbeth"; the sec save you money from start to finish
line caught fire from a lantern.
on the roofing job.
ir DpnFDnA. 1ihn T? Wsitsnn nil
His First Commission, the children
Manufacturing
third
Professor
the
and
ST tie-u'
by
"'V
"Eugenics"
will enjoy it at the Elks' tonight.
Jeweler.
of Califor-yesterday that
Mon-- ;
'
As
Weather Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
Monday
is in- on
hnia
the Belen cut-of- f
. ,
fruit
..
Many Meetings
the rate of from 15 to 20
at
day is the first Monday of the month pucauons oi ineinisuy.
creasing
Loaded Up With Firewater Yester- cars of
and beginning or the quarter, many
fruit a day. The motive powRoofing is the Best Made.
at Albuquerque, deer shortage, ft is said, continues and
meetings of boards are scheduled for day Pete Gavaro
in
that day. The county commissioners, cided to celebrate the last day
no relief from the congestion is in
We Guarantee It.
and probate court will meet Monday. March by getting a large load of fire sight.
a
and
water
aboard
last
making
general
evening
Death of Infant Died,
MADE Or
Seven Confirmed The Rt. Rev. ,1. M.
Doff your winter
and put on something at 7 a. m., the ten months old son 232of nuisance of himself up in the High-M- Kendrick bishop of the Episcopal
At small cost you can cover your
lands. He started the merriment at church in New Mexico, confirmed a
and Mrs. Frank Plomteaux,
roof
new and Attractive. Don't Let the Ladies out-D- o Manhattan
wjjitJi WATERPROOF and have an
avenue.
Interment was 4ir, North Broadway by pulling the class of seven last night at Belen,
hi,.
.!
Koat
oclook
in
and
off
absolutely tight roof, that will not
made this afternoon
the fence,
i
execrating assisting Rector Carroll of St. Phil
palings
you.
agner-AKer- s
he
sario cemetery,
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
everybody that caine near him. John m' church there.
had W. Hill of that sec lion of town then
establishment
n i
r. H
.!? v.
Dead Letters There are several
it j undertaking
I...J. A
it li
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
j
we nave
took a hand in the matter and to pre- letters and postals
in the postal
upeneu
many traies or iew nats: charge of
about half as much as shingles and is
From 32 to 66 Degrees That .was vent Gavaro from coming inside a morgue again. One is to Mjss Janita
Uie range in temperature yesterday hou8e jn which he was not wanted, h
better. It is a
of heat
me' R. B.
Gallegos, and another
and the average relative humidity was hjt him on the head with a shovel. Of-;- ! Grainger Distillery Company of Kan
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechaThe lowest temperature fjcel. Jordan showed up oh the scene sas City. The tirst lacks address and
pe;- cent.
nic required. Comes put up in roll
i Roofing
In all the Newest last night was 31 degrees and tlias. about this time and took both the the second postage. There are also
Straw Hats, Panama Hats Felt Hat.
with nails and cement inside of the
was the temperature at 6 o'clock this men w tbe
several postals without addresses.
a
was
and
e
Jtc-Ficlear
RosLas
Isaac
In
Lost
Cruces
District
Near
Court
the
r.iorning. Yesterday
Come in.
tjdge
package. It will last from 15 to 20
Shapes and Fancies.
is trying with a juryftwo cases:
pleasant day, the ideal kind seer, and enthal, a young New Yorker who has
years. Come in and let us show you.
oiijoyed in New Mexico.
spent considerable time in Las Cru- Bergere vs. Ramon F. Quintana and
Killed in Saloon
ces the past year, was the victim of Bergere vs. Roibal on notes given oc
Saloonkeeper
It
Rush Mitchell, who used to conduct an ofd practical jok 2 this week which insurance premiums. Part bf. the petit
The
Fe
To
the Peerless bar at Clovis, and who he will never forget. He wanted to jury was discharged this afternoon
Clowas well known to a number of
help the boys jvork the bosque for and the others will be discharged
& Supply Co.
H. GERDES
vis people, having been a resident of cattle, asserting very boastfully that when the abova cases are disposed of.
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The Opening of Hart Schaffner & Marx Spring and Summer Clothing, the biggest and largest assortment of Men's and Young
Men's Clothing that ever was shown in the City of Santa Fe, Now Ready for You.

Be Careful

Hart Schaffner

Now;

& Marx

You

Clothes are here in

this

you
need only to come

May make a mis

take; and even1 a
small error may
lose the game.

We're

talking

t ,b u"y i n g
clothes;it'ssoeasy
to make mistakes
that a lot of fellows
make them. It's
just as easy to
play the game
right.
arb o u

"Mmmm

1

'His

Schaffner

& Marx

i

hereand say you
wan t these clothes;
the clothes game
is won.
Have you seen the
new idea in clothes
The Shape-makeIts
r?

great for the figure; a
young men's style for
all ages. Many other
suits and overcoats for
you. New models and

weaves.

Suits $20 to $30

This Store is the Home of
Hart

store;

This Store is the Home of
Clothes
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Hart Schaffncsr

&

Marx

NATHAN SALMON.

Hart Schaffner 4 Marx Clothes

